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A SYNOPSIS OF RECENT NOKTH AI\llERICAN 
IvIICROTlNE RODENTS 
TULLBI'.~~; (1899), Rittera (1918), Tokuda (1934, 194l), Ognev (1948, 1950) 
and others have described the glans penis in various species of inicrotines 
and have enlployed the resulting data in systematic analyses of the rodent 
[;tuna of Europe and Asia. As a result of their efforts there is a sizable body 
of iulor~iiation regarding Old World microtine glandes and their usefulness 
in classification. There are no conlparable data on North Ainerican iilicl-0- 
tines although there are several studies of the structural core of the glans 
which indicate that the baculum provides useful clues to affinities ol micro- 
tine species. The  inost important of these studies are by Hamilton (1946), 
Dearden (1958), and Anderson (1960). 
Described here are glandes of 33 species of microtines, 25 of them North 
A~uerican and eight of the Old World. Most of the North American species 
are represented, and our study is focused on them, but also it necessarily 
was extended to some Old World species. In addition to describing and 
comparing the glandes, we have attempted to couple those data with infor- 
nlation derived from skins and skulls and thereby to form an opinion as 
to classification of New World microtines. As here understood the sub- 
I'anlily Microtinae is as defined by Hinton (1926) and Simpson (1945). 
RlATERIALS AND METHODS 
The glandes which were measured and sketched and served as the 
prime source of new basic data are listed below (New World species ar- 
ranged in systematic order following Hall and Kelson, 1959, and Old World 
species listed alphabetically by genus). Other specimens, which were incom- 
plete or poorly preserved or which were used as supplementary material, 
are excluded here but are mentioned in the text. 
No~.r.rr AMLRICA. 
Cle l l?r io~ior~~ys  gnf~jjeri: Ontario, 1. Colorado, Rocky Mt. Park, 1. Montana, Park 
Co., 3. 
Clelhrio?io~~iys 1-1~fi1u.s: Alaska, 2 .  
I'lrc~i~ncoitry i?ller?riedius: Montana, Missoula Co., 2; Madisoil Co., 1. Colorado, Rocky 
Rft. Park, 1 .  
I'11crtncottiy.s lo?7:,.icnttdus: California, Sonolna Co., 4 ,  
Microlus ~~eii17sylvni1icus: Michigan, Shiawassee Co., 7; Washtcnaw Co., 1. 
M .  ?troiztnnu.s: Montana, Carbon Co., 1. Wyoming, Johnson Co., 2. 
M .  cnlifoi-,ticus: California, Contra Costa Co., 2. 
M .  torc~~lvelzrli: Washington, Mason Co., 2. Oregon, Clatsop Co., 1. 
M ,  o e c o i ~ o ~ n u . ~ :  Alaska, 5. 
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Af.  loi~gzrotrdur: Montana, Caibo11 Co., 3. IVashington, Chelan Co., 1. 
Af.  ?rrc~xicaiz~is: Mexico, Vera Cruz, 2. 
At. f~~lr~ ive i l l e r :  Mexico, Oaxaca, 4 .  
A1. (At11aco1try.s) 1-icliardsoi~i: IYyoming, Teton Co., 1. Montana, Park Co., 1; Carbon 
c:o., 2. 
A!. (CIli10lis.s) orego~li:  Washington, hlasoti Co., 1; Olyrlipic Natl. I'ark, 1. California, 
Hnmboltlt Co., 1. Oregon, Clatsop Co., 1; .l'illarnouk Co., I. 
Af.  (Stei~orrnizi~r,s) t t t i t~i- t~s:  Alaska, 3 .  
Af .  (Fierj)etoitrys) gucrlentnleiisis: Guatemala, Chetnal, I; Todos Sat~tos, 9. 
A1. (Pedoi~~y.c)  ocl~l-ogasler: Illinois, Macowpin Co., 1. Missouri, Boone Co., 2. hlon- 
tatla, C:ai.bon Co., 2. 
Af.  (Pily11ry.s) f)ii~eloruirz: North Carolina, I'Vilkes Co., 4. 
Lngirrlu c~r~trrlzts: Idaho, Butte Co., 1. Washington, liittitas Co., 4. 
AJeo/iOer alle?ri: Florida, Alachua Co., 4. 
Ondnti-n zibetllica: Michigan, Washtenaw Co., 5. 
I.enzinus sibiricz~s: Alaska, Pt. Barrow, 7 .  
Syiznplon~ys (Sy?7aploi,iys) cooperi: Michigan, Washtenaw Co., 3. 
S. (Mictomys) borealis: Alaska, 2. 
Dicro,sto~~z)~x t o r q u a l ~ ~ ~ :  Alaska, 2. Marliloba, 2. 
EUROPI: AND ASIA. 
Aijlelionzys s n ~ i f h i :  Japan, Shikoku, 2. 
Aivicola terrestl-is: Europe, 2 .  
Ellobius t a l p i i z ~ ~ s :  U.S.S.R., Ticn-Shall, 1; Wcst Kazakstan, 1. 
EotIic~iioi7~y~ ~nel(inogastcr: Burma, Chitneli Pass road, 1. China, Yunnan, 1. 
Lei)zr~lus lenlntus: Norway, Mjosen Lake, 2. 
Microtzss aivalis: Gennany, Holstein, 1; Saxonia, 1. I-Iatigary, IIcl~ccgl~alo~n, 1. 
AIicl-otus oeconomzss: Hungary, Kis-Balaton, 1. 
Pronzetlteom~ys schaposclinikowi: U.S.S.R., Georgia, 1. 
Most of the glandes are contained in the University of Michigan Mu- 
seum of Zoology, but a few are in collections of I W .  B. Quay, the American 
R4useum of Natural History, and the U. S. National Museum. Curators of 
those collections and a number of other persons have graciously taken 
special effort to provide us with specimens we could not otherwise have 
obtained. For such consideration we are indebted to: S. Anderson, F. S. 
Barkalow, Jr., D. Birkenhol~, C. Ruckner, C. 0. Handley, Jr., R. S. Hoff- 
mann, E. W. Jaineson, M. L. Johnson, W. Z. Lidicker, W. 0. Pruitt, W. B. 
Quay, R. L. Rausch, D. R, Roberts, H. E. Stark, R. Van Gelder, and N. 
Vorontsov. This project received financial support Prom the National Sci- 
ence Foundation. 
T h e  processing of forn~alin-preserved specimens has already been de- 
scribed in detail (Hooper, 1958, 1959). The  phalli were cleared in KOH 
solutions, stained with alizarin, and preserved in glycerine. Sketches and 
measurements were made with the aid of a camera lucida and an ocular 
grid. T h e  measurements in Tables 1 and 2 are of specimens known to be 
adult, and do  not include all the phalli examined. Those of M. guatcma- 
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lensis are of phalli obtained from dry study skins and subsequently 
processed in fluid, consequently the dimensions of soft parts may not bear 
fine con~parison with those of other species. The  measurements are as 
follows: 
LENCTI-I OF G~A~s.-Distance from the glans-prepuce junction to the most distal part 
of the organ, measured along the dorsal midline. 
DIAI\.II(~.ER 01: GI.ANS.-Greatest diameter of the glans. 
PROXIMAL Uo~~.-Lel lgth of tllc main bone, the basal segment of the baculum. 
MEDIAL OSSICLE.-Length oE osseous Lormation in the medial digit. 
MEDIAL Ron.-Length of entire medial digit, including both cartilage and bone. 
LATERAL OSSICI.E.-Length of bone in the lateral digit. 
TOTAL B A C L I ~ ~ I J M . - D ~ S ~ ~ ~ C ~  from the proxilnal face of rhr main bone to thc tip of 
the cartilage of the rnedial distal segment of Lhe bacululn. 
Orientation is the same as that adopted by most authors. Ventral is 
that side of the glans which lies against the body of the animal when the 
organ is not erect. In reference to the baculum, ventral is that side which 
faces the urethra. Other terms requiring clarification are treated in Figure 1. 
T h e  illustrations are the work of Suzanne Runyan, staff artist of the 
Museum of Zoology. Figures 2-11 were rendered directly from camera 
lucicla tracings Iron1 which most artifacts had been removed. They are 
scale 111odels of translucent specimens, designed to show a few diagnostic 
features of the glans and its components. Hori~ontal bars which indicate 
relative si/es of whole specimens do not apply to parts shown as insets on 
the plates. Absolute si7es as well as proportions are stated in Tables 1 and 2. 
Responsibilities are divided in this project. The  junior author focused 
her efforts on the basic data. She processed, measured, and sketched many 
of the specimens; assembled and analy7ed the data on the microtine phallus; 
and prepared much of the desciiptive part of this report. The  senior author 
pal titipated in those procedures and analyses, and in addition he studied 
skins and skulls of N o ~ t h  Amelican microtines, reviewed pertinent litera- 
ture, and piepalet1 the othel sections and final copy of this report. 
In describing the glandes we have relegated the Old World species to 
a separate section ol this report and have assembled the North American 
kinds in three groups (1-111). These are groups of convenience, established 
to facilitate and reduce the amount of description of the glandes, but they 
a150 obviously bring together species with more or less similar glandes. 
The sequence ok groups together with the arrangement of species within 
them have lurther significance. In Group 11 the glans tends to be large and 
elaborate, with all components present and well developed, while in groups 
I and 111 it tends to be simpler. The  groups are not discrete; they can not 
be in view of the reticulate pattern of variation which is observed in the 
Microtinae. Within each group the species are arranged roughly in order 
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of degree of resemblance of glans, and since the groups themselves are or- 
dered to indicate directional trends, the species within them lollow in line 
with those trends. Thus, species placed at the end of Group I tend to 
resemble species in the beginning of Group 11, and those at the end of 
Group I1 inorphologically approach the first in Group 111. The  arrange- 
ment is indicated in Tables 1 and 2. Within each group, a given species 
account qualifies the general description given for that group; that is, 
the characters 01 a group apply to all species of that category unless indi- 
cated to the contrary in the species account. 
FEATURES OF T H E  GLANS PENIS IN T H E  MICROTINAE 
In contrast to solme other groups of cricetid rodents in which theie is 
considerable diversity in form and size of the glans (Hooper, 1958, 1959, 
1!)60), the Microtinae exhibit a rather bland assort~nent 01 glandes which 
typically are stubby and truncate and are equipped with a shallow terminal 
crater and various internal structures centered on a compound baculum. 
Features of the ~nicrotine glans, as observed in the forins studied but ex- 
cluding Ellobius, are described below. 
At  maximum, the length of the glans is one-fourth the length of the 
hind foot. Rarely is i t  less than one-fifth, and a range of 10 per cent includes 
even the most divergent spccies. The  ratio of diameter to length is more 
variable, boundecl by the percentages of 50 and 75. 
T h e  glans is rather barrel-like, its contours slightly interrupted mid- 
dorsally by a shallow trough and midventrally by a raphe which terminates 
proximally as a sinall irenum that connects the glans with the prepuce. 
Small, single-pointed spines cover the entire surface except lor a narrow 
band just distal to the prepuce junction. The  riin of the barrel, which 
separates the tougher epidermis from the soft tissues within the crater, is 
divisible into three structural sectors. The  dorsal sector, which frequently 
takes the form of an enlarged prominence and is referred to as the "dorsal 
lobe" (Fig. I), is generally furrowed by the middorsal trough which termin- 
ates as a crevice or V-shaped nick at  the crater's edge. 
In  many species the crater rim carries fingerlike processes which rise 
hare-sided from the edge and terminate in a spine. Although these papillae 
are not always present, and vary considerably in number, their distribution 
nevertheless lollows a pattcrn; when they are few they are situated at  each 
side of the dorsal lobe, when more numerous they also occur farther ven- 
tracl, and at niaxiinurn they line both ventrolateral sectors of the rim. A 
few species also have papillae on the dorsal lobe, but this occurs only when 
most of the remainder of the rim is papillose. 
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digital junction 
(enclosing head of 
proximal segment) 
shaft of main bone 
lateral prominence 
ventral flexure 
Frc. 1. Schematic lateral view of a microtine glans penis. 
A conspicuous structure within the crater is the large mound of smooth- 
skinned tissue which houses the medial process of the trident bacululn and 
which without exception is partly uncovered and exposed beyond the crater 
rim. Flanking the central mound on either side are smaller mounds which 
enclose the lateral digital units ol the baculum. The  medial mound is round 
and globular; the lateral mounds are shaped more like a candle flame- 
obovate, ovate, or lanceolate-with the tips directed distad. Directly dorsal 
to the medial mound there is a protuberance which, for lack of a functional 
consignation, we have I-elerred to simply as the "dorsal papilla." These 
three mounds and one papilla are, respectively, the papillae "centralis," 
"lateralis," and "dorsalis" of Tullberg (1899) and Tokuda (1934). Except 
for single spines accentuating certain prominences, all spines within the 
crater are localized in two areas between the dorsal papilla and the lateral 
bacular mounds. Single spines usually occur on the tips of the dorsal 
papilla, the lateral bacular mounds, and the urethral process (see below). 
Im~nediately ventral to the medial inound is the meatus urinarius. Pro- 
jecting from its ventral lip is a rnultishaped structure, the "urethral 
process," or "papilla lingualis" of Tullberg and Tokuda; its chararteristics 
suggest that i t  may serve to protect the aperture or, because it i~ erectile, to 
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'TABLE 1 
MEAN MEASIJREMENTS (MM.) OF THE GLANS PENIS I N  25 SPECIES OF NORTH 
AMERICAN MICROTINES 
Abbreviations are as follo~vs: prox., proximal; med., medial; lat., lateral; oss., ossicle; 




N .  alleni 
P. longirarrdrrs 
S.  cooperi 
S.  borealis 
P. internredirls 
L. si biric~r.r 
I>. cz~rtntzrs 
GROIJI' TI 
C .  gapperi 
C. rzctilzrs 
0. zibetl~ica 
hl. pennsy lr~nnirzrs 
A f .  ntontnnl~s 
M .  tonvtsrndi 
hf. oeconotnzts 
A t .  /ongica~rdrrs 
Af .  oregoni 
M .  ~nirtrzts 
GROUP 111 
M .  richnrdsoni 
M .  cnlifornic~ts 
M .  gllute~rzalensis 
M .  ochrognster 
M .  pinetorum 
M .  nzexicnnzis 
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Exccptil~g thosc in one colulnn (diameter: lcngtll oL glans), all ratioa are of 




N .  nlleir~ 
P.  loirgicaudtcs 
S .  cooperi 
S .  borealis 




C. g o l ~ f ~ c i  i 
C. i t~l i l t is  
0. zibellricn 
hi.  pcizi~syluai~tcus 
A f .  itcoitlanus 
hi. toruizseizdi 
A f .  oeconoilrus 
A f .  loizgicaudur 
M .  oicgoizi 
M .  itziutus 
GROUP 111 
A i .  richai dsorzi 
hi. californici~s 
1W. gt~ateen~czleizsis 
A f .  ochrogasler 
M .  piiletorrciil 
M .  itlexicailns 
M .  fuluiuenter 
guide fluid flotv from the urethra. A lan-shaped mass 01 solt tissue extrudes 
itsell between the urethral process and the wall of the crater; this is desig- 
nated the "ventral shield" (Fig. 1). 
The  microtine baculuin has already been adequately described (Hamil- 
ton, 1'346; Anderson, 1960). When most complete it consists of a proximal 
segment and three distal units joined by a mass of cartilage. The  proxinlal 
unit is bone in all species. T h e  trident is osseous or cartilaginous, or a com- 
bination 01 both. A formation of vascular tissue parallels or surrounds each 
ol the dis~al  units; if the lateral digits are absent the tissue can still be dis- 
cerned cxtcnding fi-0111 the dorsal side of the main bone out into the 
lateral bacular mounds. 
DESCRIPTIONS OF GLANDES 
As explained above, and emphasi~ed licre, the following three categol ies 
are principally groups ok convenience, designed to lninimi~e repetitive 
description and eliminate the confusion of cross-ielerences; in consequence, 
they will also Lacilitate comparisons 01 species. The  nucleus of each group 
is a cluster 01 species which are generally similar in structure of glans. The  
peripheral species diverge trom the central type in varying amounts and, 
in regard to some characters, nlay fit as well or better in another group. 
GROUP I 
Species included are as follows: Dicrosto7zyx torquatus, Neofiber alleni, 
Phenacon7ys longicnndus, Synaptomys cooperi, S. borealis, Phefznconrys 
inte~.medizrs, Lemrnus sil~iricus, and Lagurus curtatus. 
111 these species the glans is approximately one-fifth the hind foot in 
length, and its diameter-length ratio ranges between 50 and 60 per cent. 
As a whole, the glans is slender and straight-sided without locali~ed swell- 
ings or distinct indentations. The  dorsal lobe is generally narrower ant1 
longer than in other groups and marginally it is set off from the remainder 
01 the rim by nicks in the crater's edge. The  rim tends to be smooth-edged 
and nonpapillose. The  dorsal papilla is typically a single conule of moder- 
ately large size; it bears one spine on its tip. The  lateral bacular mounds are 
long. The  urethral process, while species-variable, is most frequently a 
lobatc flap which is greater in length than width. 
The  ratio of baculum to glans ranges between 80 and 90 per cent. The  
shaft of the proximal bone is relatively straight, and may be slightly swollen 
in the distal half. The  base is biconcave, the two surfaces having about 
equal curvatures. The  head ol the bone. when set off by a stricture, is 
eciually tleveloped both dorsally ancl ventrally, lorlning a simple globe. The  
cartilage ol the digital junction is squarc-heeled, and the three distal units 
arc long ;lnd straight; the incdial onc tapers distad to a point. 
L)io.oslorry x lo~~qz~ntus.-The Prenunl which joins the midven tral basal 
part of the glans to thc prepuce continues its attachnlent along thc n ~ i d -  
ventral linc Lor about hall' thc length oi the glans (Fig. 2). The  dorsal lobe 
is intlicatctl only by slight undulations in the otherwise smooth rim, al- 
though occasionally there inay be one stubby papilla on either side of the 
lobe. 'l'lic crater is ilotably shallow and it, together with its riin and an 
adjoining narrow band of epidermis, is smootll and spineless. A dorsal 
~ ; t l ~ i l l a  was not observed in any of the four sl>ecimens at  hand. Lateral 
inounds are prescnt beside, and flattened into, the medial mound; these 
arc indistinct, but they appear to be pointed with the tips directed dorsad. 
Sincc in forill they exactly coincide with the cartilage within them, they 
probably are counterparts of lateral mounds in other species, but they are 
sc:rrcely tliscrete units. The  urcthral process consists of a pair oP simple 
clongate lobes, each blunted at the tip; in one specimen ol four there arc 
sniall lobules omn the distal edge of each lobe. The  process projects beyond 
the cdgc o'f the ventral shield despite the large size of that structure. 
T h e  baculunl is thick and gross. Its base is slightly longer than wide and 
rounded on the proximal edge; the ventral surface is more deeply concave 
than the dorsal one. The  straight shaft is squared off sharply at  the head 
and soinetiiiles the flatness of the head extends into small lateral protuber- 
ances. The  cartilage of the distal parts, which encloses the head of the bone, 
has the shape of a shamrock which is allnost as wide as it is long, but the 
medial segnlent is thicker and distally more rounded than the lateral ones; 
the lateral units curve dorsad. In two of seven speciinens there is a minute 
ossicle in the medial process; the lateral ones are entirely cartilaginous. 
Both Anderson (1930) and Hanlilton (1946) found lateral ossicles, but no 
medial ones, and it  has been suggested that the medial unit does not ossify 
in Dic~ostonyx .  
This species differs froin all other North American kinds in the absence 
of a dorsal papilla, length (but not breadth) ol the ventral Irenum, the 
peculiar formation of the lateral bacular mounds, size and configuration o l  
the urethral process, and the entire confoi-lilation of the baculuin. In the 
absence of spines on the crater walls it is matched only by Phcnaco?nys 
longicnudzls. I t  fits in Group I by virtue of its shape and diameter-length 
proportions. Within that group it is most like Phenacomys lo?~gicaudus in 
baculum-to-glans ratio, and like both species of Phenacomys in the nature 
ol the rini papillae and in the elongate shape and bilateral symmetry of the 
urethral l~rocess. Siniilar elongation of the urcthral process is seen also in 
FIG. 2. Views of glans pctlis ol 
miclventrally cxposi~lg urelhra; cl, 
(1 10463) , Alaska. 
Uicrosloilyx lo~ - r / i i t r / i l s :  a, dorsal; b, lalcral; c, illciscd 
ventral; e,  urcthral process, enlarged, vc~llral aspect 
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both species of Synaptonzys. I t  resembles Group 111 species in: (1) absence 
or scarcity of rim papillae and (2) incomplete digits of the bacul~um. 
Neojiber a1leni.-The glans has its greatest diameter medially, about at 
the distal limits of the long thick frenum which extends as much as halfway 
1111 the glans (Fig. 3). The  tlo~sal obe is not elevated distacl; it is distinguish- 
able from the remainder of the nonpapillose riin by slight lateral nicks. The  
tissues lining the crater are heavily wrinkled and occasionally extrude into 
a secondary wall above the crater edge proper. There are spines ill the dorso- 
lateral areas within the crater as usual, but they ale few. The  doisal 
papilla generally consists of three long conules arranged in a dorsoventral 
row (one specimen of lour carries four conules), and they ale all eninassed 
in tissue folds ot the medial bacular mound. T h e  lateral bacular mounds 
are poi~ltetl and leaf-shaped in younger speciinens and flaccid in adults. 
The  urethral process, essentially a slender cone, bears a pair ol srrlall lateral 
projections at its base, and on its ventral surface are one to three small 
tubercles; in old speciinens the tip of the cone is slightly cleft. This pro- 
portionally quite small process is hidden behind a short, wide, ventla1 
shield. 
As viewed ventrally, the base of the baculum has a rounded outline 
which in some instances Corms a smooth semicircle; froin the lateral 
prominences the outline turns almost directly into the shaft. The  shalt is 
almost straight and often slightly swollen in the distal hall; it terminates in 
a small globular head within the cartilage of the digital junction. One 
specimen ol four has an ossicle in the cartilage of the long pointed medial 
rod. Three of lour specimens have ossifications in the lateral processes 
which in ventral aspect are ovoid or bluntly triangular, but in lateral view 
they are square and serrate along the distal edge. Others (Hamilton, 1946; 
Ande~son, 1960) who have studied the species also find medial ossificat~on 
infrequent and occurring only when lateral ossicles are present. 
T h e  glans of Neofil~e? alleni is unique in external form, in s i ~ e  and shape 
of the ventral frenunl (approached only by Dic~ostonyx), and in the cone- 
like arrangement 01 the urethral process. According to the present and 
other studies 01 the bacul~uin, the medial digital rod of Neofiber ossifies 
later than the lateral rods, and it is not known that this order of ossification 
occurs in any other species except Lagzlrzls (Dearden, 1958). Similarities 
with other species of Group I are seen in the nonpapillose rinl (approached 
by Phenacomy~ and matched by Synnptomys cooperi) and the longer than 
wide-somewhat flaplike-urethral process (the tapered lorin of the process 
is closely comparable only to Phenacomys longica~cdu~). 
I t  coincides with Group TI in carrying two or more conules in the 
dorsal papilla (pa~tirularly like Ondnt?n, but t h e e  ronules also sometimes 
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FIG. 3. Vicws o f  glans of N r o l i b ~ r  c r l l ( w i :  n,  tlorsal: h ,  lateral; c, incisctl midventrally 
exposing urethra; ( 1 ,  ventral; e, dorsal papilla, enlarged, lateral aspect; I, urethral procvss, 
enlarged, vent111 aspect (1 10456), Florida. 
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occur in Clethrionomys and M .  pennsylvanice~s) and in baculum-to-glans 
ratio. I t  could be assigned to Group 111 only on the basis of its nonpapillose 
rim and incompletely ossified digits of the baculum. 
Plrrnnromys 1o~zgicaudus.-The ratio of glans to hind foot length is 
small in this species (Table 2). In lateral view the glans is slightly sway- 
backed, its external shape coinciding with the heavily bowed baculum 
(Fig. 1). T h e  spiny vestiture is exceptionally extensive, in some specimens 
attaining the basal limits of the glans. The  dorsal lobe, the shortest part 
ol the rirn, dips below the remainder of the rim. On each side ol the lobe 
there is a single spinetipped peripheral process, the only protuberances on 
an irregular but otherwise nonpapillose rim. T h e  crater is shallow, and 
the sott tissue within is olten extruded as a secondary wall above the crater 
rim. There are no spines within the crater; the dorsal papilla is a short 
simple conule, and the lateral bacular rnounds are moderately long and 
distally rounded. T h e  large urethral process, which reaches almost to the 
top of the medial bacular mound, is tonguelike in shapc and slightly cleft 
distally into four pa ts ;  because of peculiarities of the ventral shield it 
appears to rise directly from the ventral rim of the crater. T h e  ventral 
shield consists of two wings of tissue which extend laterad and dorsad over 
the lower corner5 01 the urethral process (Fig. 4). 
T h e  base 01 the baculum is generally wider than long and highly 
irregular along its proximal edge, but disregarding irregularities its outline 
appcars to be nearer round than triangular. T h e  base is biconcave, deep- 
est ventrally. Emerging lrorn the base the shaft gradually arches ventrad 
ant1 narrows distad to a neck directly beneath a spatulate, almost trilobed 
head. There is no ossification in the medial unit in any of the five specimens 
at  hand, but in two examples the lateral rods show some bone tissue, which 
lies close to the head oC thc proximal bone, and in one of these one lateral 
ossicle is tused to the proximal bone. In specimens examined by Dearden 
(1958) there were no lateral ossicles, but there was a small one in the proxi- 
mal end of the 1nedi;il process. More complete ossification, and perhaps the 
co~ldition typical 01 old animals, is figured by Hamilton (1946), in which 
all three processes are bony and proximally ankylosed to the main shaft. 
T h c  glans ol P. longicaudus is unique in several respects: external con- 
formation, ex~ensive distribution of spines over the exterior surface, short- 
ness ot the dorsal lobe, the spatulate character of the head of the proximal 
bone of the baculum, and the arrangement of the digital junction. 
Most 01 its similarities lie with Group I species. The  absence of spines 
on the floor of the ciater is a character shared only with Dicrostonyx. The  
simple tone ot the dorsal papilla, the single rim process, and the four blunt- 
ed lol,es of the uret111,il prore55 point to Phenacomy~ interm~dizls. A simple 
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Frc.. 4. Vicws of glans of Pliennro~tiy\ lolzgita~ldzls: a, dorsal; b, lateral; c, ventral; d, 
incised midveniially exposing urethra; e, doi-sal papilla, enlarged, lateral aqpect; f ,  
u l r t h ~ a l  pioceas, enlargetl, vential aspect (1'-3925), CaliFolnia. 
dorsal papilla is also secn in both species 01 Sy~zaptoi~zys, and the general 
lack ol rim papillae again suggests S. cooperi. Similarities with Group I11 
species are: absence oC rirn papillae, ratio of baculum to glans, and the 
~xonounccc1 ventral bowing of tlie baculuin. All characters considered, P. 
loi~gicaz~dz~~ belongs in Group I, but (like Neofiber alleni and, to a lesser 
extent, Dlc? o~tonyx to~quntus) it is strongly differentiated and doesn't fit 
closely with thosc or other species. We view i t  as a divergent form of P. 
i ~ z l e ~  n edius. 
Sylzaptonzys coope~i.-The dorsal lobe is double-peakcd, and, like the 
remainder of thc rim, nonpapillose (Fig. 5). The  dorsal papilla is a single 
coilc and the short lateral bacular mounds are usually hidden in iolds of 
tissue. Tlle urcthral process, which is almost as wide as long, is divided 
distally into three pointed lobes, of which the lateral ones are longer. 
The  base of the baculurn is variable in shape, but tends to round out 
on the proximal cdge and in one specimen it has a medial notch; its distal 
face curves gently into the essentially straight shaft which terminates in a 
head that iriay have a slight dorsal swelling. In  both ventral and lateral 
aspects the medial rod tapers from a wide base. The  lateral rods are short 
ancl nlostly cartilaginous, although there is some ossification-a slivei-in 
all sl~ecimens; they are similar to the medial rod in thickness and length. 
For comparisons, see accounts of Phennconzys intef?nedzus and other 
s pecics. 
Sy~lnpton~ys bo?ccilzs.-The dolsal lobe is double-peaked and non- 
papillose, but ventral to the lobe each side of the crater rim bears four to 
eight slight and indistiilct papillae (Fig. 5). The  dorsal papilla is a singlc 
short conule. The  urethral process is a flap, distally trilobed, the sholt 
mcdian lobe bounded by pointed lateral arms which are as long as the 
medial bacular mound. 
As viewcd velltrally the base of the baculum is sharply dcfined by three 
points; the line between the medial point and each lateral pro~ninence 
deculves to about the same degree as the line connecting the lateral points 
with the sides of the shaft. In ventral aspect the medially constricted shaft 
enlarges gradually to the point where it is engulfed by the cartilage of the 
digital junction; its distal border is a smooth semicircle. In lateral view the 
sides of the shaft are parallel to each other and there is no indication of a 
head. The  medial rod is moderately long and generally fusiform, though 
the base may be slightly flared. The  lateral rods are also fusiform except 
for some curvature in them proximally, and they are as long as, or longer 
than, the medial one. 
For comparisons, sce account of Phennco?nys intct itzcdzus and other 
species. 
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FIG. 5. Ventl-a1 views of glans (illrised midvcrrirally) and urethral PI-ocess (enlarged) 
of: a, h, Synnplonlys bo~enlis  (1'-3996), Alaska; c, d, S. coope~.i (108544), Michigan; e, j, 
Plteizaco~r~ys i?zterinedit~s (1'-3917) , Monla~la;  g, h, L C ? ~ L I I I Z I S  s i b i ~ i c t ~ s  (110465) , Alaska. 
I-'lrc~nrottzys inLe~itzedius.-The edge of the dorsal lobe is double-peaked 
ant1 sniooth; it is flailketl on each side by one or two spine-tipped papillae, 
whilc the remaincler 01 the rim is crenate but not papillose (Fig. 5). The  
do~sal  papilla is a singlc relatively long conulc, not eillolded in a mass ot 
tissuc. The  urethral process is a flap split distally into kour blunt lobes of 
almost equal size. 
The  bacululrl is slender. In the three specimens at  hand tllc base is 
not(.hed rather than pointed at its proxilnal incdian, and froin the widest 
lateral points its outline curves sharply into the shaft. In one specimen the 
sh;tft is slightly bowed ventrally, but usually it is straight; it terminates in 
a licad which is distinguished not by swelling but rather by a narrow neck 
at  its base. The  ventrally bowed medial digit tapers from a wide base to 
;I blunt tip; in one specimen the digit has a rnidbasal bump suggesting a 
kccl. The  lateral rods are compressed distally in the dorsoventral plane so 
t h ~ t  thcy appear tapered in vcntral view but of the same thickness from end 
to  ciid in lateral view; these also are bowcd ventrad. 
Sylzaptonzjls cooPcl.i, Sjlnnpto7tiys bol-ealis, and Plzelzncolt~ys in,tel-~rzedius 
l'on~i a loose group by reason ol their resemblalices in shape of glans, diam- 
eter-lcngth ratio, prol~ortions ol the urethral process (longer than wide 
;uitl essentially flap-like), sinlplicity of the dorsal papilla, and other details. 
1J;rrious characters of each, however, are approached or matched in other 
species; for ex;~lliple the glans shape, particularly shape of dorsal lobe, is 
sonlewhat like that of Cletlzl-io~zomys, and a similar dorsal papilla and a 
llap-like urcthral process are seen in P. longicaudus; the three pointed 
urethral lobes of both Sy71aptonzys anci the poorly ossified digits of the 
b;rculum of S. roope7.i are renlinisccnt of Group 111 species; the ntumber of 
ri111 papillae of S. bol.calis likens it to Lngz~l-zcs, Cleth~iol.lo?nys, aud Olzdn- 
trn; and in total characters of the baculum S. bol.ealis is rather similar to 
C:Iellrl-Zo~zo?lzys, although nlore like P. ilztemiedius. 
T h e  two species ol Synaptonzys differ from P. intel.nzcdius in number of 
rill1 papillae and nuniber and shape oE urethral lobes, and each Synaptomys 
is Eurther separable from i~zterrnedizls in other characters. S. bol-ealis differs 
lroni S. coopel-i in nun~ber of rim papillae and several characters of the 
baculum. 
Lcnzrns~s sibiriczls.-l'hc clorsal lobe is generally smooth-edged, but in 
onc 01 six speti~nens it  tarries well-fonned papillae. Each ventrolateral 
sector of thc rini bears seven to nine short blunt fingers (Fig. 5), the dorsal 
four of which are distinctly larger. The  dorsal papilla has two conules, 
the posterior onc noticeably the shorter. The  lateral bacular mounds are 
straight and distally squared off. The  urethral proccss is trilobed and 
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strikingly compact; the lateral lobes are curved slightly to the sides and the 
medial lobe may be either shorter or longer than the lateral pair. 
The  baculum is notable for straightness in all aspects. The  proxi~nal 
outline of the base is usually a smooth crescent, although an occasional 
specimen shows the triangle point. The  base grades gently into the stocky 
shaft which bears a more or less flattened head that is distinguished by 
lateral inflations within the cartilage. Seen ventrally, the medial rod tapers 
very slightly from proximal to distal end, but in lateral view it is the 
same thickness throughout. The  lateral digital processes are straight and 
simply fusiform with equal thicknesses in all views but slightly more pointed 
at the distal end. 
For comparisons, see accounts of Lagz~rus curtatus and other species. 
Lngzuus cur1atz~s.-The short dorsal lobe is defined laterally by notches 
in the crater rim, but it is not well elevated above the papillose ventro- 
lateral sectors of the rim. Each ventrolateral sector carries four short fingers, 
and there may be additional less distinct ones. The  dorsal papilla has two 
short conules; one of five specimens has a single conule. In  two of five 
specimens the lateral bacular mounds are lobulate distally. The  stocky 
and compact urethral process is divided into three subequal lobes (Fig. 6), 
the lateral lobes slender and slightly curved to the side and the medial one 
thick and erect. 
T h e  baculum exceeds the glans in length. The  proximal bone is slender 
and straight-sided, its base wider than long and frequently square in outline, 
and its shaft is straight and terlninally rounded or flattened into a knob- 
like head. The  medial digital process is widened basally and while tapered 
in some specimens is straight-sided and blunt in others. It  arches dorsad 
fro111 its point of attachment, and in lateral view is of the same thickness 
from end to end; occasionally it bears a small ventrobasal keel. One speci- 
men has no medial ossification despite the presence of thick lateral pro- 
cesses (cf. development of the baculum in Lagurus, Dearden, 1958). The  
lateral rods are either blunt or sharp at  their tips, laterally compressed, and 
directed dorsad in more of a slant than a curve. 
The  glandes of Lemnzus sibiricus and Lagurus curtatus are si~nilar in 
shape, diameter-length ratio, dorsal papilla (double cone, the two parts 
tending to be unequal), and configuration of the urethral process (short, 
compact, and trilobed with slight curvatures of the lateral arms), and i11 
those same respects both sibiricus and curtatus resemble some species of 
Group 11. Lemmus particularly resembles M ,  pennsylvanicus and M. town- 
sendi in number of papillae, in bearing papillae on the dorsal lobe, and 
also in the ventral aspect of the main bone of the baculum, but in baculum- 
glans ratio it is perhaps lnost like Clethriononzys. 
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Lagzlrzls has more points of resemblance with Group I than does 
Lemmzu,  for example in shape and elongation of the dorsal lobe ( which 
is similar to Synaptomys) and in the number of rim papillae (which is par- 
ticularly like S. borealis). But the same characteristics also match Lagzlrus 
with Clethriono~nys and Ondntra of Group 11, and the overall character 
of the baculu~n is very close to M. pennsylvanicus. In ratio of baculum to 
glans Lagurus is approached by M .  mizlrus in Group I1 and by Group I11 
species of Mirrotns. 
GROIJP I1 
T h e  lollowing species are included: Cletlzrionomys gapperi, C. sutilus, 
Ondntra zibethica, Microtzls pennsylvanicus, M .  montanus, M .  townsendi, 
M .  o e c o n o m ~ . ~ ,  A[. longicaud~~s,  M .  oregoni, and M .  mizlrus. 
I t  is among these species that the glans reaches its largest relative sile, 
the length approximating one-fourth that of the hind foot and the diameter- 
length ratio generally between 60 and 70 per cent (Tables 1, 2). The  dorsal 
lobe is prominent not only at the crater's edge, but i t  also bulges dorsally, 
the swellings set off by a pair of shallow lateral troughs and a middorsal 
groove. In  all species the rim carries papillae on its ventrolateral sectors. 
T h e  dorsal papilla consists of two small spine-tipped conules, one set dorsal 
to the other; when retracted they are engulfed in a mass of wrinkled tissue. 
The  lateral bacular mounds are long. The  urethral process shows species 
differences, but generally it has two longer lateral lobes which curve to the 
sides and a lesser medial process; frequently it bears other small lobules or 
tubercles. 
T h e  baculum, in length, equals 80-90 per cent of the glans. The  shaft of 
the proximal bone, as seen from the side, is either straight or very slightly 
S-shaped-the distal end inclined ventrad. T h e  base is biconcave, the ventral 
surlace having the shallower concavity. T h e  head tends to be squared off 
and blunt, rarely swollen, but it frequently shows slight irregularities on 
the sides where the cartilage leaves that bone to join the digital processes. 
The  cartilage of the digital junction (Fig. 1) characteristically has square 
corners. T h e  lateral ossifications are either straight or curve slightly inward; 
they are long, slender, and laterally compressed in the distal half. The  
medial segment, also long, tapers from a flared base to a slender but blunt 
tip which usually hooks dorsad, and there is a prominent tendency within 
this Croup for the segment, when well ossified, to bear a medial ventral 
keel. 
Clethrionomys gapperi.-The distinct long narrow dorsal lobe occurs 
as either two sharp-pointed smooth-edged peaks or a single flat-edged 
prominence. It  is flanked on each side o'f the crater rim by four to six 
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spined fingers (Fig. 6). The  dorsal papilla is unencumbered by surrounding 
folds of skin, and in one of five specimens it consists only of a single conule. 
T h e  urethral process has two curved lateral arms and a medial finger, each 
arm about twice the length of the finger and each carrying a small tubercle 
on the distal crest of its curve. 
The  baculum appears to be considerably less variable than in many 
species of the group. In all specimens examined the base is a long triangle 
frequently notched on each side of the proximal point; specimens examined 
by Dearden (1958) and others, however, are "subrectangular to cupped." In 
lateral view the shalt is straight; but seen ventrally it is slender and either 
narrows off to a point or forms a small but distinct head. The  medial rod is 
large and well formed, tapering from a wide base as it curves dorsad, and 
there is a distinct keel on its ventral surface. The  long lateral bones are 
deeper than wide and are compressed particularly in the distal half. Each 
curves dorsad from its proximal attachment and has a squared-off appear- 
ance in lateral aspect; frequently it bears a small notch in its proxitnal 
ventral edge. 
For comparisons, see accounts of Ondat~n zibethicn and other species. 
Clethrionomys ~z~tiIz~s.-In the two specimens at hand, the dorsal lobe, 
well set off by deep lateral indentations in the rim, rises in a pair of sharp- 
pointed peaks. Some features of the glans are sufficiently different in the 
two specimens to warrant separate description. One phallus, from an 
animal captured by W. H. Dall in 1868, at Nulato, Alaska, carries four or 
five papillae on each ventrolateral sector of the rim. Its dorsal papilla has 
three conules arranged in a dorsoventral row, and the urethral process con- 
sists of two long lateral arms curving away from a long medial lobe which 
is split at the tip (Fig. 6). In the other example, from St. Lawrence Island, 
the rim bears two papillae on each side of the dorsal lobe, the dorsal papilla 
has four conules in a row, and the lateral bacular mounds are lobulate along 
the distal edge. The  elaborate urethral process consists of two long curved 
lateral arms, a pair of shorter medial processes, and a midventral lobe 
which is exceptionally long and is split distally into a distinct hammerhead 
(Fig. 6). The  above listed differences may be intraspecific, but it is note- 
worthy that Tokuda's figures (1941) for C. rz~focanus fit the St. Lawrence 
Island specimen. 
T h e  two bacula are similar. In both the base is wider than long, and 
rather than coming to a proximal point it is divided by a notch between 
lateral condyles. According to Anderson (1960) and Ognev (1950) this for- 
mation is atypical, and the basal tuberosities of the stalk are "medially con- 
fluent." In lateral aspect the bone is S-shaped in some slight degree; the 
shaft is slender and the head is laterally rounded out within the cartilage 
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FIG. 6. Vcntral views of glans (incised midventrally) and urethral process (enlarged) 
of: a,  b, Onda l ra  zibethica (P-3921), Michigan; c, d ,  L u g u ~ z ~ s  c ~ ~ r t a t z i s  (78505), Idalro; e, I, 
Microlus l o ~ ~ g i c a u d z ~ s  (110~250), Montana; g, 11, Clethrionomys gappel-i ( 1  10212), Montana; 
i, C. T I L ~ ~ ~ I L S  a l l ~ i ~ ~ n t e r  (1'-3916) , Alaska; j, M. toru?zse?zdi (1'-3970), Washington; k ,  M .  
rrlontrrn~l.~ ( 1  10?65), Wyotning; 1, C. 1.uli11r.s dnrr~soiri (P-3953) , Alaska. 
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of the digital junction. T h e  medial rod is moderately wide basally, keeled 
and arched, and blunt terminally. Each lateral segment, as long as the 
medial one, is angular and distally compressed into a blade which is wide 
in the dorsoventral plane. 
For comparisons, see accounts of Ondatra  zibethica and other species. 
Ondatra  zibethica.-The glans is small in proportion to the size of the 
animal (Tables 1, 2), but in other measurements there is no unusual diver- 
gence from the Group pattern. The  dorsal lobe is double-peaked and 
smooth-edged and on each side of it three or four slender fingers rise from 
the rim (Fig. 6). The  dorsal papilla carries an array of four conules in  a 
dorsoventral row; these are situated closer to the medial bacular mound 
than to the crater wall. That  wall carries spines middorsally as well as 
dorsolaterally. T h e  lateral bacular mounds are lobulate along the distal 
edge. T h e  urethral process is trilobed; each lateral lobe is divided distally 
into two horns of equal size, the medial lobe longer than the lateral ones 
and often split distally into a hammerhead. In  one specimen the urethral 
process has five lobes, an extra pair of lateral ones. The  short ventral shield 
does not reach above the crater rim. 
T h e  baculum is comparatively slender, but its base is much wider than 
long and in the five specimens at hand is unusually constant in shape-a 
large rectangle with either a small medioproximal point (set off by a pair 
of notches in the straight line of the basal edge) or simply one central notch 
instead of a point. Base becomes shaft with almost a 90 degree angle. The  
proximal portion of the shaft is arched ventrad; the distal half, often slight- 
ly swollen, is constricted immediately under the round head. T h e  head is 
inclined ventrad in most specimens, its shape suggesting an S. The  medial 
rod is straight-sided in ventral view; in lateral view it has a pronounced 
dorsal hook at  the distal end. Each lateral rod is distally curved dorsad, 
compressed laterally, and flat-topped; occasionally the top edge is serrate, 
the serrations coinciding with lobules in the tissue of the mound enclosing it. 
There are resemblances of Cle th ionomys  gapperi,  Clethrionomys rut i lus ,  
and Ondatra  zibethica in the diameter-length ratio, the elongate shape of 
the dorsal lobe, the number of rim papillae, and the trilobed urethral pro- 
cess. In each of these points the species are also similar to Lagurzu curtatus 
although the urethral process in Lagurus is distinctly different in its general 
proportions. T h e  dorsal papilla of C.  gapperi has two cones, as does that 
of L. czlrtatzls, and in both species apparently there is a tendency toward a 
single cone. T h e  two species of Clethrionomys resemble each other especial- 
ly in length and slenderness of the lobes of the urethral process and the 
pronounced hooking in the lateral pair of lobes, and in characters of the 
baculum; in characters of the urethral process (lateral hooking and long 
distally split medial process) they approach Micl-otzcs ?nontanus and M. 
tozunsendi. C. ~ut i lus  is unlike C. gapperi in having three or lour conules 
in the dorsal papilla, in which respect it resembles 0. zibethicn, and the two 
together woulcl compare with the Microtus species pennsylunnicus, ~rzo~z- 
tafzus, and townsendi, some specimens of which have more than two 
co~lules in the papilla; Neofiber also carries more than two conules. 0. 
zibetl~ica and C. 7utilus are further alike in that in both there are srrlall 
accessory lobules on the urethral process and serrate edges on the lateral 
digits which are surmounted by lobate bacular mounds; the lateral view of 
the baculu~n and its curvature perhaps bears as strong a resemblance be- 
tween those two species as between C. gapperi and C. rzctilus. Ondntl-n is 
individually distinctive in the forking (rather than hooking) of the lateral 
arms ol the urethral process, in absolute size, and in a few other charactels. 
Micl-otus pennsy1vnnicus.-The dorsal lobe is papillose, its papillae 
ranging in number from four to ten (Fig. 7), and each ventrolateral sector 
carries between lour and eight long fingers, with additional smaller ones 
ventrally. In  one of five specimens the dorsal papilla has three conules 
rather than two, and in another specimen the lateral bacular mounds are 
lobulate. T h e  urethral process varies considerably; in inost examples each 
lateral arm bears a small tubercle on the crest of the outward curve, and 
the medial lobe, which is one-half the length of the lateral pair, is divided 
into two processes; two of five specimens have a single medial lobe, ancl in 
one exaniple there is an extra pair of lateral lobes. 
T h e  main bone of the baculum is heavy and broad. The base is tri- 
angular (though not with a sharp proximal point) or al~llost square in 
ventral aspect; Dearden (1958) describes it as generally being cup-shaped. 
Lateral subternlinal indentations in the shaft faintly set off a head within 
tlic cartilagc of the digital junction. Thc  medial ossicle, 33 per cent of 
thc total bacululn in length-larger than in any other inicrotine studied-is 
distinctly tapered in ventral view, but noticeably less so in lateral aspect; it 
bears a midventral keel. T h e  lateral digits also are co~nparatively large; they 
are either straight in all views or they arch laterad and ventrad. 
For comparisons, see accounts of Microtus townsendi and other species. 
Microttcs nzontanus.-The dorsal lobe is double-peaked and nonpapillose. 
T h e  papillae on the ventrolateral sectors vary in size, shape and numbcr, 
but they tend to be short, and the number of distinct fingers per sector 
varies from three to six. The  dorsal papilla consists of two conules. The  
urethral process has curved lateral lobes (Fig. 6), each frequently assymet- 
rical and carrying a large accessory tubercle. The  medial lobe is as long 
as the lateral lobes, and in two off three specimens it is split distally. 
In ventral view, the base of the baculum forms an isosceles triangle set 
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FIG. 7. Views of glans oE Aliciotus pennsyluanicus: a, dorsal; b, vcntral; c, incised 
midventrally cxposing urcthra; d, lateral; e,  epidermal spines; f, dorsal papilla, enlarged, 
lateral aspect; g, urethral process, enlarged, vcntral aspcct (59461), Michigan. 
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off by a sharp incurve as it joins the shaft; however, in some specimens it is 
flattened proximally so that the shape takes on an angular squareness. The  
shaft is slightly constricted midway between base and head, and in lateral 
view faintly suggests an S by reason of some proximal curvature. As seen 
from the side, the head of the bone is not distinguishable, but in ventral 
view it is a well-formed globe. The  medial rod, slightly bowed and blunt at 
both ends, resembles a cucumber. The  lateral processes are straight and 
slender in ventral aspect and somewhat thicker and curved dorsad as seen 
in lateral view. 
For comparisons, see accounts of Microtus townsendi and other species. 
Microtus townsendi.-The dorsal lobe carries one or two papillae on the 
outer edge of each peak, and each ventrolateral sector of the jagged rim 
bears six to nine fingers of different lengths. Two of three specimens at 
hand have a double-conule dorsal papilla, but in the third the papilla bears 
four conules arranged in a transverse row. The  urethral process (Fig. 6) 
consists of two large lateral arms, which curve to the side but apparently 
are without accessory tubercles, and a medial lobe of similar length which 
is split distally. 
The  base of the baculum is wider than long and usually comes prox- 
imally to a wide triangular point; however, the point may be reduced and 
in ventral aspect the outline of the basal face of the bone is crescentic. In 
the three specimens the shaft is constricted medially and parallel-sided 
distal to the constriction; it is truncate terminally and there is no  distinction 
between shaft and head. The  straight medial rod is untapered in lateral 
view and tapers only slightly in ventral view. The  lateral rods arch laterad 
and ventrad in the shape of cowhorns. 
Microtus pe~zizsylvanicus, M. montanus, and M. townsendi are similar 
in regard to dorsal papilla, number of rim papillae, shape of the main 
bone of the baculum, and in overall external contours. 
M. pennsylvanicus differs from both townsendi and montanus in char- 
acters of the urethral process and digits of the baculum. In pennsylvanicus 
the medial lobe of the urethral process is short and in some specimens is 
wholly divided so that the whole process resembles that seen in M. longi- 
caudus and M. oregoni. In townsendi and montanus the medial lobe is as 
long as the hooked lateral arms and the entire process is rather like that in 
Clethl-ionomys or, even, Lagurus. In regard to digits of the baculum, those 
of pennsylvanicus are long and well ossified and the medial one usually is 
keeled, in which respects the species is similar to Clethrionomys; the keel 
also occurs in Lagurus, M. longicaudus, and M. oregoni. The  digits are less 
ossified in townsendi and montanus. 
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Compared with montanus, townsendi has a papillose dorsal lobe, more 
fingers on the dorsolateral sectors of the rim (in which respects it and 
petztzsyluanicz~s are much alike), and larger areas of spines on the crater 
walls and floor. 
Microtus oecotzomus.-The dorsal lobe is double-peaked and nonpapil- 
lose, and each ventrolateral sector of the rim bears ~ e \ ~ e n  to nine fingers 
(Fig. 8). The  dorsal papilla is a single conule which carries a tubercle on 
its hind side; the urethral process has three lobes, a short medial one and a 
longer lateral pair which curve slightly to the sides. 
T h e  baculum equals the glans in length (Table 1). Its base is as long as 
wide; its medial point is in evidence on the proximal edge and the basal 
outline decurves from that point to the lateral prominences. The  base- 
shaft junction is not sharply incurved; the outline formed by the distal and 
lateral faces of the base often runs a slight distance straight distad before 
initiating the inward sweep to join the slightly arched shaft. The  head of 
the bone is swolleil in ventral view, but it is scarcely distinguishable fro111 
the shaft in lateral aspect. The  medial rod has an unusually wide base which 
tapers off to a sharp point. The  lateral rods curve dorsad and are excep- 
tionally thick distally in both lateral and ventral aspects. 
T h e  unique assernblage of characteristics of M. oecononzus has made it 
difficult to fit the species in any sort of two-dimensional lnorphological 
scale. In most respects oecononzus may fit in Group 11, but in other features 
it is to be aligned with species of other groups, with those of 111 especially. 
I t  agrees with species of Group I1 in external proportions (like Cletlzl-ion- 
olizys or M, nzontatzus, for example), nuinber and site of riin fingers (like 
A l .  lo~zgicaudus and M. nziul-us), trilobed urethral process, and form and 
amount of ossification of the medial distal unit of the baculu~n (like A.I. 
iizontanzls). 111 ratio of baculuin to glans it resembles nzizcrus (of Group 11) 
or nzexicanzls, califortziczcs, and riclzal-dsoni. I t  also compares favorably 
with those Group I11 species in the incolnplete ossification of the lateral 
digits, the lateral profile of the main bone, and the single-cone dorsal 
papilla. 
Microtus lotagicaz~dus.-The dorsal lobe is scarcely elevated above the 
ventral riin of the crater and is nonpapillose, although spines are present 
on its distal border. The reinaining parts of the rim carry between five and 
eight spine-tipped fingers per side (Fig. 6). The  dorsal papilla has turo 
conules, the dorsal one spinous dorsally and laterally as well as distally. 
T h e  urethral process consists simply of two laterally curved lobes, each 
bearing a tubercle well down on its medial edge; its form in one specimen 
suggests a wide flap with four lobes along the distal edge. The  lateral lobes 
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are unmistakable, but the median tubercles may represent a weakly devel- 
oped bilobed medial process. 
The  proximal bone of the baculum is broad, straight, and in ventral 
view parallel-sided. Its proximally rounded base enters the shaft with an 
abrupt incurve or a gradual slope, and the distally flattened head appears in 
lateral view simply as the climax to a gradual swelling of the shaft. In some 
913ec imens the medial rod is tapered from a wide base, while in others it is 
of essentially one width from end to end; when it is sufficiently developed 
to evidence a "base" it may also be keeled midventrally. The compressed 
lateral segments, which curve laterad and dorsad from the cartilage junc- 
tion, are set at a greater distance from the sides of the medial rod than is 
usual in this Group. 
For comparisons, see accounts ol Microtus miurz~s and other species. 
iMicrotus oregoni.-In relation to hind foot the glans is smaller than 
usual in the Group (Tables 1, 2). Its smootll-edged dorsal lobe forms a 
single peak, the middorsal groove being evident only in basal portions of the 
glans. Bordering it on each lateral sector of the rim are three or four spine- 
tipped fingers (Fig. 8). The  dorsal papilla has two conules, the dorsal one 
bearing spines both on its sides and tip. In  old specimens the lateral arms 
of the urethral process are longer than usual in the Group; they are hooked 
outward and each has a tubercle on its medial edge. There is no  medial lobe 
in the urethral process. 
Tile baculu~n is reasonably sturdy but not gross. The  base ol the main 
bone is slightly wider than long; in ventral view its proximal edge forms a 
smooth curve from one lateral apex to the other-in only one specimen of 
five is the triangle point apparent in the middle of the curve-and the 
gradient from the lateral apices into the shaft is almost a smooth 60-degree 
+lope. T h e  sides of the shaft are nearly parallel while the slightly swollen 
head occassionally has small lateral protuberances at its base; in lateral view 
the shaft swells into the head like a club. T h e  amount of cartilage at  the 
digital junction is negligible. The  medial rod, closely appressecl to the head 
of the proximal bone, is thick and heavy, wide basally, and tapered to a 
b l ~ m t  tip as i t  curves dorsad; an occasional specimen evidences a ventral 
keel. T h e  thick lateral digits sometimes are arched ventrad, but more often 
they are straight. 
For comparisons, see accounts of Microtus miurus and other species. 
Mic ro t~~s  miurzu.-The dorsal lobe is double-peaked and smooth-edged 
while the remainder of the rim is papillose, each ventrolateral sector bear- 
ing six to nine indistinct fingers (Fig. 8). The  dorsal papilla has two conules 
with extra spines on its dorsal flank. The  urethral process carries two long 
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FIG 8. Ventral views of glan4 (incised midventrally) and  urethral plocess (enlarged) 
of: a, b, Microtl~s oeconomus (109254), Alaska; c, d, M .  richardsoni (110305), Montana; 
e ,  f, M .  orr~olz i  (P-3977), California; g,  / I ,  M. n~ilrrur (P-3998), Alaska. 
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arms, each bearing a tubercle on the medial side and each hooked outward; 
there is no  medial lobe. 
The  rather gross and smoothly contoured baculum exceeds the glans 
in length (Table I). In ventral view the proximal border of the base is 
seen as a semicircle extending from one lateral prominence to the other- 
in one specimen there is a pair ol notches in the curve setting off a median 
point-and the line from base into shalt is a gentle bend. In lateral view 
the shaft is fairly club-like and is ventrally arched in its distal portion. The  
medial digit is not keeled; it is slightly wider at its base, and the remainder 
is allnost straight-sided, not forming a point until the very tip. As seen 
laterally it lacks the usual tapering, but it is slightly arched ventrally. 
Lateral digits are absent, but vascular cords are present as usual. 
Microlus longicaudzls, M .  oregoni, and M .  miurus are similar and 
unique in having a double-coned dorsal papilla with spines on its clorsal 
flank and a bilobed urethral process with lateral curvature to the arms. The  
baculum-to-glans ratios of the three kinds are also similar and are more 
appropriate to Group I11 than to Group 11. 
M. longicaudz~s and M .  oregoni fit together in cliarneter-length ratios, 
in degree of ossification oC the lateral digits, and in the occasional presence 
ol a keel on the medial segment. Also the single-peaked dorsal lobe ol M .  
oregoni is perhaps more like the poorly defined lobe ol M. longicaz~dus than 
that of any other species. The  size ratio of both species is close to that of 
Clethrionomys and Ondatra; M .  oregoni further rcseinbles those forms, and 
also Lagzlrus, in having three or lour rim papillae. On the other hand, 
their size ratios also compare favorably with that of M. oeconomus, and 
the number of rim papillae of M. longicaudus reinforces such a comparison. 
M .  mizlrus and M .  ilongicazldz~s have a similar number ol rim papillae 
and together they rompare favorably not only with IM. oeconomzls but also 
with L ~ m m u s  of Group I and M. califoj-nicus of Group 111. M. m i ~ ~ r z r s  
contrasts with longicaudzls and especially with oregoni in the absence of 
lateral digits and in its diameter-length ratio. M. oregoni differs from both 
longicazldzu and miurzls in several characters, the more impressive of which 
are indicated in the glans-to-foot ratio and degree ol ossification of the 
lateral digits of the baculum. 
CROUP 111 
T h e  following species of Microtz~s are included: rirhardsoni, californic~ls, 
g ~ l n t e m a l r n ~ i ~ ,  orhrognster, pinetorum, mexican~ls,  and fzllvivrnter. 
T h e  glans is approximately one-fifth the length of the hind foot, but it 
is smaller in some species (Tables 1, 2). In general appearance i t  is short 
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and squat, with a diameter-length ratio ranging between 70 and 80 per 
cent. The  dorsal lobe is distinguished by its distension distally, but its 
boundaries are indistinct both on the crater rim and on the dorsal side of 
the glans where there are but slight swellings, ill-defined by lateral troughs. 
Rim fingers are present in some species and absent in others. T h e  dorsal 
papilla is a single short cone bearing a spine on its hind slope in addition to 
one on its crest. The  lateral bacular mounds are short and frequently buried 
in the tissue lolds of tlle medial mound. The  urethral process varies with 
the species, but the tendency is to be short, compact, and relatively wide; 
typically it is a lobate flap. 
T h e  baculunl is always over 90 per cent of the glans in length and rnay 
exceed 100 per cent. T h e  shalt of the proximal bone is S-shaped or arched 
ventrad, and the base is biconcave with the ventral surlace curved more 
deeply than the dorsal one. T h e  head of the bone is enlarged, particularly 
011 the dorsal facet; it bears a slnall protuberance on each side where the 
lateral digits should or do  attach. Lateral units apparently are absent in 
some species. When present they are small and mostly or completely carti- 
laginous; they leave the head of the main bone at  right angles, then cull 
gradually distad. T h e  medial rod usually has some osseous tissue, but the 
bone is small and simple. 
Microtels richnrdsoni.-The indistinct dorsal lobe, not well set off either 
by height or by deep lateral rim nicks, is rimmed with papillae. The  ven- 
trolateral sectors are also strongly ~apil lose and the entire circumlerence of 
the rim may bear anywhere from 34 to 42 fingers, all roughly equal in 
height (Fig. 8). T h e  dorsal papilla consists of two spine-tipped conules. The  
lateral bacular mounds are small and scarcely discernible, engulfed as they 
are in folds ol tissue from the large medial mound. The  urethral process is 
made up of two large pointed lobes, each with two spines on its medial 
edge as well as one on its distal tip; these lateral lobes are separated by a 
minute medial knob which scarcely qualifies as a lobe. 
T h e  base ol the main bone is large and usually triangular with a pro- 
nounced proximomedial point. As seen ventrally its proximal outline de- 
curves between that point and the lateral prominences; generally there is 
a moderately sharp incurve as the base joins the shaft, but in one specimen 
the outline ol' the base runs sliglitly distad belore curving inward toward 
the shalt. The  shalt tapers gradually distad then enlarges to a rounded 
head. T h e  medial rod is a small cone closely appressed to the head of the 
proximal bone; it arches ventr?d, and in one specimen it carries a slnall 
keel medioproximally. There are no lateral digits in any of the four speci- 
mens at  hand; only vascular tissue marks their hypothetical location. 
Mirrot~is rirhardsoni is unlike any other North American microtiile in 
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that there is scarcely a trace of a dorsal lobe, the entire rim of the crater 
is lined with numerous (as many as 42) symmetrical and evenly spaced 
papillae, and the urethral process has two pointed lobes. Its other characters 
are approached or matched in species oE Groups I1 or 111. The  double-cone 
dorsal papilla is like that of most Group I1 species and there is fair lesem- 
blance in regard to the urethral process; the long pointed urethral arms are 
similar to those ol oerononzuf, although in that species there is a median 
lobe in addition; longicanlclus, oregoni, and 71zizn-zls also have bilobed 
processes, but the arms are curved laterad. The  diameter-length ratio is 
matched by several species ol Group I1 and by M. califo~nicz~s of Group 111. 
Characters ol its baculum (for example, baculuin-to-glans ratio, absence of 
lateral digits, and conformation of the main bone in lateral aspect) bear 
close comparison with species of Group 111 and to slightly less extent with 
M. 7n iurzls of Group 11. 
Mirrot7ls ca1ifornirzu.-The dorsal lobe is well differentiated by height 
ancl bears four to six papillae on its rim; the remainder of the rim carries 
eight or nine fingers per side. The  stubby dorsal papilla bears a distal spine 
only, the loilg lateral bacular mounds are clearly separated from the medial 
mound, and the urethral process is broader than long and consists of three 
suhequal lobes (Fig. 9). 
The  base 01 the baculuin tends to be slightly longer than wide. Unlike 
Anderson's (1960) specimens, in those at hand the ventral concavity is 
deeper than the dorsal one. In ventral aspect the proximal edge comes 
close to a smooth semicircle, the median proximal point only slightly in 
evidence, and the curve from base into shaft is smooth and gradual. The  
shaft, straight-sided in ventral aspect and club-shaped in lateral view, grad- 
ually enlarges distad to its truncate limits. The medial digit is delicately 
heal t-shaped in ventral aspect, fitting rather like a cap on the head of the 
11roximal bone; laterally it is somewhat rectangular, with its body arched 
ventrad. There is no lateral ossification in either of the two specimens at 
hand, but there ale fairly long, slim, cartilaginous rods which curve out 
gently from the head of the proximal bone. 
For comparisons, see accounts of M. gz~ate~nnlensis and other species. 
iMicrotz~s gzrntema1ensis.-Because all oE the glandes of this species are 
refurbished examples from dry study skins (see Materials and Methods), 
their solt parts are contorted ancl obscure and, therelore, are definable only 
in general terms. 
The  dorsal lobe is papillose, as are other parts of the crater's edge. 
Papillae on the ventrolateral rim sectors appear typically to number eight, 
though on some specimens only two show clearly. T h e  lateral bacular 
mounds ale long, pelhaps even equaling the ~neclial mound in height 
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(Fig. 9). The  urethral process is a flap terminating in three pointed lobes, 
of which the lateral pair is distinctly longer than the medial one. 
The  131-oximal bone of the baculuin is heavy and blunt. Its base is 
longer than wide, and much of its length lies proximal to a horizontal plane 
connecting the lateral prominences; in ventral view the proximal border 
makes a deep smooth curve, but in one specimen of the five the medial 
part ol the border is squared off and the outlines from it decurve before 
reaching the lateral points; T h e  dorsal face is more deeply concave than the 
ventral one. The  thick shaft is slightly constricted medially and bears a 
terminal head which is very slightly bulged at the sides and is flat across 
the top. In lateral view the whole bone is slightly, but distinctly, S-shaped. 
The  cartilage of the digital junction is in some cases sharply squared, in 
others gently curved. The  medial rod is triangular as seen ventrally and 
sausage-shaped in lateral view. The  lateral processes are long, though in- 
frequently ossified; the ossification centers occur either distally or ~nedially 
and they are ovoid or triangular. 
Mirrotzls rnlifornicus and M .  guatemalrnsis are similar in regard to 
the presence of papillae on the dorsal lobe, number ol papillae on the ven- 
trolateral rim sectors, and the conelike ossicle of the medial digit of the 
baculuni. Both species have a single wide-coned dorsal papilla and a trilo- 
bed urethral process which has no lateral hooking. In these latter leatures 
they are also basically similar to pinetonlm, ochrognster, mexicnn~rs, and 
fz~luiurtzter. I11 regard to rim papillae, a like number is also seen in Lernlnus, 
M. ? t ~ i l ~ ? z u ,  hl. longicaz~cl~~s, PI. oetonomlcr, and in some specimens of M .  
~ e n ~ z s y l ~ ~ c ~ n i c u s .  Further, the alorementioned conelike ossiclc also has a 
similar counterpart in richnrdsoni, ochrogaster, and pinetorum. 
I\/[. rnlifornicus shows further resemblance to ochrogast~r, pinetorlrm, 
mexicnnlls, and fz~luiuenter in that the base of the main bone has a deep 
concavity on the ventral surlace (rather than dorsal one, as in gllntemal- 
ensi.5). In having no or minute ossifications in the lateral digits, rtllrfo~ntclrs 
also reseinbles pinetorum, mexicanlts, and lllluiuenter and, in addition, 
rnillr7r.r and richnrdsoni. Its resemblance to miz~rrls is continued in the club- 
like lateral profile of the baculum, in which respect oregoni also fits. Its 
diameter-length ratio, which is s~nall lor most species of Group 111, com- 
pares favorably with riclznrdsoni and with several kinds in Group 11. 
A4. guat~7nnlensis is unlike M .  raliforniczls in shape of the main bone of 
the baculuin, ossification ol the lateral units, and probably in diameter- 
length ratio (Tnl~le 2). Its main bone differs from all other species of Group 
111 in having n deeper concavity on the dorsal side of its base and an S- 
shaped (rather than ventrally bowed) profile in lateral aspect. 
Microtlrs orhrogaster.-The dorsal lobe is fairly distinct, and in one of 
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FIG. 9. Ventral views of glans (incised midventrally) and urethral process (enlarged) 
of Mir~.ot?l.~: a ,  h, g~~citenzt[la~lsis ( I J S N M  76775), Cuatcmala; c, d, califoriziczis (1'-3989), 
California; e, f, l ~ i i ~ ~ l o r . ~ l m  (1'-3982). North Carolina; g, 11, o r / ~ r o g ( ~ . ~ t e t ~  (110307). Mon- 
tana; i, ?rlrxicnnus (P-3954). Veracruz. 
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four specimens it is Banked on either side by two short papillae; in the other 
specimens, however, there are no rim papillae. The  dorsal papilla is a single 
cone, spined distally and dorsally. The  urethral process is wider than long 
and divided into three blunt cones of approximately equal size (Fig. 9). 
Spines within the crater are centralized in the same locations as ill other 
species, but they are spread over a wider area. The  ventral shield is un- 
usually large. 
T h e  baculum is variable, so~netimes lender but usually thick. Tlle base 
of the main bone is typically wider than long with a definite tendency for 
flattening along the proximal edge; the point of the triangle can always be 
distinguished, but it is usually set back into the plane of the surface. Rase 
tapers into shaft with a smooth slope of about 60 degrees. The  shaft itself, 
generally straight-sided but occasionally bowed ventrad, terminates in a 
slight head, the enlargement greater in the dorsoventral plane than in the 
transverse one. The  medial ossicle is highly irregular, but it tentls to be a 
small cone which in some specimens is basally concave and fits like a cap 
over tile head of the proximal bone; in one example there are two ossicles 
side by side within the cartilage of the unit while in the other five fluid- 
preserved bacula the ossicle is single and ovoid. The  lateral digits are ex- 
tremely short and possibly in some individuals, even old ones, they may be 
absent. In two of six bacula (all bearing an ossicle in the medial segment) 
lateral digits appear to Ile absent; while in four examples they occur as 
slender cartilaginous rods, three pairs of which contain a slight ossicle near 
the tip of each. 
For comparisons, see accounts of Microtzls fuluiuenter and other species. 
Microtzbs pinetorum.-The crater rim has no papillae (Fig. 9). One of 
four specimens bears two conules as the dorsal papilla. The  lateral bacular 
mounds are small in diameter, but they are moderately long and unob- 
scurecl by tissue folds. The  urethral process is a rectangulai flap which is 
wider tllan long and serrate along the distal edge; in two specimens it is 
divided by a slight medial cleft, and in another two it has a slightly larger 
medial lobule. T h e  ventral sllield is large. 
T h e  simple but sturdy bacululn equals 115 per cent of the glans in 
length. Tlle proximal border of the main bone is smoothly rounded, and 
the gradation of base into shalt occurs as a gentle culve. The  shaft is 
bowed ventrad, and as a result the dorsal enla~geinent 01 tlle head may 
appear quite pronounced; the head beais moderate subterminal lateral 
prominences. The  medial ossicle is ovoid and set close to the head 01 the 
proxinlal bone; in one specimen it has coalesced with that bone. The  
lateral digits are indistinct or absent. In one specimen they are seen as fine 
rods of cartilage which leave the proximal bone at right angles and curve 
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smoothly upward. In the other specimens they are distinguishable only as 
snlall fusilonll bits of soft cartilage within the bacular ~nounds, or they are 
altogether absent. Hanlilton (1946) and Burt (1960) indicate the preseilce 
of small lateral ossicles in their specimens. 
For comparisons, sec accounts oI Microtus fuluiuef~ter and other species. 
Mic~otus ?nexica~zz~s.-The dorsal lobe is distended distally, but it is 
not well delineated at its lateral margins, and the entire crater edge is 
s~nootll and nonpapillose. The  single conc ol the dorsal papilla is spincd 
not only at the tip and on its dorsal surface but also laterally. The  lateral 
bacular lrlounds are short and enmassed in the tissue of the rnedial mound. 
Tlic urethral 1,rocess is widely rectangular and distally serrate, the scrra- 
tions lorming three small lobules, the rnedial one shortest (Fig. 9). 
7 - 1 he slender baculum tends to be rounded on the basal edge, tllougll 
occasiollally thc medial point is projected proximad. Base and shaft merge 
in a gentle curvc; in ollc specimen the outline moves distad from the lateral 
lxominences before turning in toward the shaft. The  shalt, straight-sidcd 
ill ventral view and arched ventrad as seen laterally, bears lateral subter- 
lili~lal protuberances which are prominent knobs in adults. The  llledial 
distal segmcnt consists ol a small rounded ossicle clnbeddcd in a mass of 
cartilagc, while each lateral unit is a short slender rod of cartilagc. In a few 
ol thc old specilnens at hand each lateral segment bears a minute ossicle; 
this is situated in the basal part ol the segment, and in sollle instances it is 
coalesced with thc lateral prominence of the main bone. Following is a 
sunlmary of the distal segments in 42 fluidpreserved bacula lroln various 
11artsof Mexico: in 10 specimens the three segments are entirely cartila- 
ginous; in 23, all digits are principally cartilaginous, but tlie nledial one 
t~cars an ossicle; in two, the ~nedial unit is cartilaginous and the lateral - 
pair contain s~llall a~nounts of osseous tissue which is situated near the 
lateral pronlinences ol the main bone; and in seven, each segment contains 
all ossicle, the lateral ones always near the promine~lces and sollletiiiles fused 
wi tll them. 
Min-otus fu1vive~zter.-The dorsal lobe is typical ol Group I11 and the 
crater rirn is nonpapillose (Fig. 10). The  dorsal papilla is one stubby 
conule with a spine on its tip and another on its dorsal flank. The  lateral 
ba~u la r  mounds arc small, in some specilnens so slight that they were seen 
only after the skin was inverted. The  urethral process is a longer than wide 
flap which is distally divided into two or three lobes. 
The  base of the bacululn is comparatively gross with prollounced lateral 
prominences; in ventral view the medial part of the proximal face is 
squared-off and bordered on each side by angular indentations. The  base 
curves gently into tlie shaft which is heavily bowccl ventrad and bears 
2 rnrn 
FIG. 10. Views of glans of Alic~.olt~s fulvive7zte1.: a,  dorsal; b, lateral; c, incised mid- 
ventrally cxposing urclhra; (1, vcrlLl.al; e, dorsal papilla, ctllargcd, lateral aspcct; f, urethral 
proccss, cnlargcd, vc~~l ra l  spcct (108805) , Oaxaca. 
pronounced subtermillal lateral protubcrances. The  medial ossicle, straight- 
sided and blunt at each end, curves slightly dorsad from the proxinlal bone; 
it is inlbedded in cartilage. The  lateral units are slender cartilaginous rods 
which curve sharply distad from the lateral protuberances of the proximal 
bonc; thcy contain no osseous tissue in the four specimens at hand. 
In niorphology of glans Microtus ochl-ogastef; M. pinetorum, M .  nzexi- 
car1 us, and M .  fuluiuenter constitute a comparatively tight assemblage. 
A~ilong characters common to them are: a nonpapillose crater rim; large 
diameter-length ratio; single, short-coned and spinous dorsal papilla; short 
wide urethral proccss; and a ventrally bowed baculum which has a deep 
ventral concavity in the base. The  main bone is long, relative to foot 
length, but the distal segments are short and incomplete; the medial digit 
bears a small ossicle in addition to cartilage, while the lateral segments are 
lnerc slips of cartilage with or without a minute ossicle, or they nlay be 
absent. 
M .  oclzrogaster differs from the three species (and at the same time 
shows tnorc resemblancc to g~atema~lensis,  californicus, and species of Group 
11) in that it occasionally carries one or two minute rim papillae, may have 
ossicles in the lateral digits, and has smaller or no lateral protuberances on 
thc head ol the proximal bone (present in thc other species). I t  is also 
unlike the three species (but like califonzicus) in the more coinplete scpa- 
ration of thc three lobes of the urethral process. 
M .  nzcxicanus and M .  fuluiuenter are similar. They differ slightly from 
pir~eto?.urn in glans-foot and baculum-glans ratios, nuinber of spines on the 
dorsal papilla (fewer in pinetorzirrz), and size of lateral bacular lnounds 
(larger in pineto~unz) .  There are also slight differences between the species 
in shape ol the baculum. 
Although Old World species are placed together here both for conven- 
ience and because they were less extensively studied than North American 
microtines, most of them fit in one or another ol the preceding three groups. 
Some are closely similar to North American kinds. The  species examined 
are as follows: Anteliomys snzitlzi, Arvicola ten-estris, Ellobius talpi~zus, 
Eotlzenomys nzela~xogaster, Le~nrnus  lemmus, Microtus alvalis, M i c r o l u ~  
oeconomus, and Prornetlzeonxys sclzaposchnikozui. 
Antelionzys smit1zi.-This species fits in Group 11. The  glans has an 
unnlistakable resemblance to that of Clethrio~~onzys.  The  ratio of length 
to hind foot is 25 per cent, of diameter-to-length, 60 pcr cent. The  double- 
peaked and elongate dorsal lobe is well set off from the remainder of the 
rim, and each ventro-lateral rim sector carries two to four spine-tipped 
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pnpillac. 111 one specimen the dorsal papilla has two conules, in the other 
it has thrce. The  lateral bacular mounds in one specimen are lobulate along 
tllc distal edge. The  urethral process is trilobed with distinct curvature ol 
the latela1 arnls. The  medial lobe is equal to the lateral pair in height, and 
is distally split into a hammerhead; between it and the lateral lobes thelc 
is a pair ol shorter assymetrical processes. 
The  baculum is 84 per cent ol the glans in length. The  proximal bone 
is slender and straight, its base widely triangular and the head a sn~all 
flattened globe. All three digits are well developed; the inedial one is wide 
basally and ca~ries a distinct ventral keel, while the lateral rods arch ventrad 
ant1 arc laterally compressed in their distal half. 
Arvicola ten.estris.-The glans more closely reselnbles that of Microtz~~ 
j.icl~a~.dso~zi than any other species examined; accordingly A .  tej-rcstris 
belongs near A[. ~iclznrdsoni in our rankings (top of Group 111 or lower 
p t r t  ol Group 11). The  ratio of glans to hind foot length is 21 per cent and 
of dialr~eter to glans, 83 per cent. The  dorsal lobe is not set off by height; 
likc thc rest ol the rim it is papillose; fingers of the entire rim total between 
22 and 26. The  dorsal papilla has three conules. The  lateral bacular mounds 
arc lobulate along the distal edge. The  urethral process is bilobed, and each 
lobe carries not only a spine at its distal tip but one or two tubercles 
(assy~~~ctrical in size and location in the two specimens at hand) on its 
nledial cdge; there is no lateral curvature of the lobes. 
The  baculu~n of the older specimen is 106 per cent of the glans in 
length. The  base of the main hone is triangular, somewhat wider than long; 
as seen ventrally there is a slight decurving between the median proxi~rial 
point and the lateral prominences, and the outline lnoves slightly tlistad 
fro111 the lateral points before turning in to meet the sides of the shaft. The  
shalt is straight in lateral vicw, but swells gradually toward the distal end; 
in ventral view there is a s~nall amount of medial constriction; the head 
ol the bone carries pronotulced lateral protuberances. The  well ossified 
nledial digit iorms 28 per cent ol the total baculunl instead of 16 per cent 
as observed in our specimens of M. richardsoni; it is tapered in ventral view 
and of the same thickness throughout in lateral view. The  snlall lateral 
digits arc incompletely ossified, the ossifications occurring as short fusiforlll 
slivcrs. 
ElloOiz~~ talpi~lz~s.-This species is set well apart fro111 all others studied; 
it fits in none of the three groups. The  glans is a ~ l l i~ lu te  conical mound 
occupying only about one-third of the distal tract of the penis (Fig. 11). 
Its width is 95 per cent of its length and the length is 10 per cent of that ol 
the hind foot. There are no spines anywhere 011 the exterior surface, but the 
skin is gathered into thick wrinkles which generally run longitudinally. 
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Frc. 11. Glans ol Ellobi~rs lal/jin~rs as seen: a, laterally and b, ventrally (108473). 
U.S.S.R. 
The  dorsal lobe is delnarcated only by a medial cleft in the rim and by 
smaller more tightly collected lateral wlinkles. T h e  ventral part of the 
rim rises distad as a prominence which equals the bacular nlound in height. 
This prominence may be homologous either to the ventral shield or to 
the urethral process of other mirrotines, but it is not set apart from the 
rim by any llorizontal infolding of the exterior skin. I t  is divided by a deep 
medial clelt whicli is so extensive that the glans appears to be split for 
about one-half its length; thus, it consists of two long ventral lips which 
guard tlle meatus ulinarius. T h e  crater, which is scarcely more than a deep 
wrinkle, contains no  spines, no  urethral process, no  dorsal papilla, and no 
lateral bacular mounds. A shallow fold of tissue extends from each side of 
the large medial nlouncl to the crater edge, joining the rim at the sides of 
the ventral prominence to form a wall around the urogenital opening. 
T h e  baculum is one and one-half times the glans length and 15 per 
cent of the hind loot length. I t  has no lateral digits and no appropriately 
placed vascular iods ~vllich ale present in other microtine species, even those 
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without lateral segments of tlle baculurn, The  proximal bone is guitar- 
shaped; its pointed head is enclosed in a wide triangular mass of cartilage 
which tapers to a blunt end. 
Rothenonzps me1anogartcr.-This species fits in Group 11. Its glans riiole 
closely resembles that of Clethfio~zon~ys than ally o t h e ~  New W o ~ l d  uriclo- 
tine examined, though it does not appear to have as many siillilalities with 
that genus as does the Old Woild Antcliomys. The  glans-to-hind loot ratlo 
is 25 per cent and diameter-to-length ratio 52 and 61 per cent in the two 
spetimens. The  elongate dorsal lobe is not medially cleft and bea~s  no 
papillae, but each ventrolateral sector 01 the rim carries four to eight spine- 
tipped fingers. T h e  dorsal papilla has two conules in one specimen antl 
three in the other. The  urethral process is trilobed, the lateral arms cu~ved 
and about twice the length of the medial lobe; in one specimen each late1'11 
arm carries a tubercle on its medial edge. 
T h e  baculum is about 85 per cent of the glans in length. The  base o l  
the nlain bone has the shape 01 an inverted trape~oid, which in one speci- 
men has a medial notch in the proximal edge. The  straight ancl slender 
shaft ends in a small head no wicler than the shaft itselt. The  long and 
tapered medial digit bears a pronounced ventral keel which projects proxi- 
mad, overlapping the head of the main bone. The  long straight lateial 
digits are angular basally. 
Lrnzmus 1rmmus.-There seeins to be virtually no difference in glandes 
between this species and the New World Lemmzls s i b i ~ i c ~ ~ s .  111 the largest 
specimen at hand the glans measures 29 per cent of the hincl foot length 
and it? diameter is 60 per cent of the length. T h e  rim processes are similar, 
perhaps shorter and less distinct in this specimen; the ureth~al  process 
carrie5 n short medial lobe; the baculum equals 88 per cent of the length, 
antl its base is very slightly longer than wide. All of these items, how eve^, 
la11 within or barely without the range oE variation observed in L. sr Oirrc 11 c .  
Microtus arua1is.-The glans is 22 per cent of the hind foot in length 
and its diameter is 65 per cent of its length. The  elongate dorsal lobe is 
tloul~le-peaked and smooth-edged. Between six and eight papillae rise fro111 
each ventrolateral sector of the rim. T h e  dorsal papilla has two tonules 
and carries excess spines on its rear flank. The  urethral process is bilobetl 
with very slight lateral curvature; the lobes are pointed, however, and the 
process as a whole is longer than wide. 
I11 the specimens at  hand the baculum averages 93 per cent ol the glans 
in length. T h e  base is wicler than long and proximally flattened to produce 
a rectangular shape. In one specirnen the shaft is slender ancl slightly S- 
\lrnped in side view; in the other i t  i\ thick and club-like; in both, the 
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ventral view presents parallel sides and virtually no  distinction of a head. 
T h e  medial distal ossicle, constituting 36 per cent of the entire baculum, is 
well formed, with a wide base and distinct ventral keel; laterally it is of the 
same thickness from end to end, and its medial portion is archetl ventratl. 
E;~c.h lateral ossicle is angular basally I ~ u t  generally fusiform. 
T h e  two sl)eci~nens, both poorly preserved, provide few data lor assess- 
ing cliaracters ol tlie species. Tliey clearly fit in Group 1 1 ,  and somelvllere 
in the midclle of it, but precisely where is questionable. Their structlires ;Ire 
variously inatclied in specilnens of tozunsendi, pennsylva~iicz~s, 17ro?7tnnlrs, 
longicn~ldus, and ol-egoni, but considering all traits there are more resem- 
I~lances wit11 specimens o l  to~unsendi, longicaz~d~~s, ant1 owgoni than with 
those o l  other North American species. 
Micl-otuv oeeonon7zw.-The glans of this European specimen ~eseml~les  
that of IM. ortono7tzzL.s of the New World, but there are a few plonounced 
differences between the two samples (see description of the No1 th American 
specimens). The  glans-to-hind foot ratio is 20 per cent, the diameter-to- 
length, 70 per cent. T h e  overall appearance of the glans is short and squ'lt. 
T h e  dorsal lobe is flattened, and the short and indi,tinct rim processes 
nur~iber twelve on each ventrolateral rim sector. T h e  dorsal papilla and the 
urethral process are like counterparts in the New World specimens, but 
 he urethral process is less elongate in the European example. 
T h e  baculurn is longer than the glans (119 per cent). Its forin is essen- 
tially like that in the New World specimens, b u ~  the head oE the proximal 
bone has pronounced lateral swellings; the medial ossification, 24 per cent 
ol the entire baculum, tapers f ~ o m  a wider base; ant1 the lateral ossicles are 
1,u-ger, 18 per cent of the ba tu lu~n in length, each angular basally and 
pointed distally. 
I')onzrth~omys schnposchni/eowi.-The one specimen at hand is sub- 
adult; tlie lateial digits of the bacullu~n, which are ossified in adults (Ognev, 
1948:552), are caitilaginous in this specimen. The  soft anatonly distinctly 
indicates afinitieb with species of Group I. The  glans length is 16 per cent 
ol' the hind loot measurement and the diameter equals 47 per cent of  the 
length. The  external contours also have the characteristic shape of Group I. 
T h e  dorsal lobe is only slightly elevated froin the remainder of the rim and 
it is not bulged above the rest of the dorsal kace of the phallus. The  ventro- 
lateral sectors of the rim are crenate and irregular, but they are not papil- 
lose. T h e  dorsal papilla is a single conule set high on the inner wall of the 
crater and partially exposed above the crater edge. No spine5 were seen 
inside t l ~ e  crater. T h e  urethral process is longer than wide and is tlivided in 
it\ distal hnlS into three equal blunt lol~es. 
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SYNOPSIS OF CRANIAL AND EXTERNAL CHARACTERS 
Listed below are principal cranial and external characters of North 
American microtines. These are the ones that have been most used by 
authors in distinguishing the species and particularly in diagnosing supra- 
specific taxa within the subfamily. Although most of them are described 
by Miller (189G), Bailey (1900), Hinton (1926) or Ellerman (1941), a 
few emerged from our studies of skins and skulls of North American 
species when we Sound it necessary to assess both the quality and the inter- 
specific distribution of the various characters, particularly those of the skull. 
I n  checking the published descriptions of these characters against speci- 
mens, we studied samples of all North American species the glandes of 
which are herein described; the only lack was skulls, but not skins, of 
Microtzu guatemalensis. T h e  study was rather cursory, certainly no detailed 
analysis of variation in each species, nevertheless it was sufficiently rigorous 
to achieve the stated purpose. 
POSITION OF LOWER INCISOR OOT.-The species form a graded series in 
regard to site of the roots of the lower incisors; therefore, to assign each 
species to one of two groups on the basis of the characters "root entirely 
lingual to molar row" and "root labial ta  the row" is strictly an arbitrary 
tactic. T h e  Eollowing categories are equally arbitrary, but they better indi- 
cate the observed variation in site of the roots. 
Medial to M,-M, in Synaptomys borealis, S. cooperi, and L e t t z m ~ r ~  ~ ib i r i -  
CZlS. 
Medial to M ,  to sliglltly posterior to M, in Dirrostonyx to? qliatz~s. 
Slightly posterior and labial to M, in Phenacomys intr~medizls ,  P. longi- 
mudus ,  Lagurus curtatus, and Neofiber alleni. 
About midway between alveolus of M, and condyle of ramus in Cleth- 
rionomys gapperi, Ondatra zibethica, and the following Mir?ot~rs:  ?npxz- 
C O ~ Z L S ,  californicus, oeconotnus, and longicazldns. 
Farther clorsad on conclylnr process (nearer condyle) in the following 
Mic?otzls: orhrogartey , pineto? 1in7, richardsoni, osrgoni, miu7 us, m ontanzrs, 
tozun~t=ncli, ant1 pann~ylunnir~ls.  
LONGITIJDINAI, GROOVE I N  UPPER I~c~soRs.-Depth and positioll of any 
longitudinal groove also varies. A shallow groove occurs sporadically in 
several species, among which are Lagurus curtatus and the following Micro- 
tns: rirhnrdsoni, longicaudus, orlzrogastel; and oeconomzis. A deeper one 
occurs regularly in Le?nnizis sil~iric~rs, Synapfomys borealis, and S.  rooperi. 
I n  s ih i r i c~~s  alitl borealis the groove occupies a medial position on the in- 
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cisor, while in rooperi the groove is situated laterally. I t  is shallower in 
bol-ealis than in sibiriczcs. 
WIDTII OF CROWNS OF ML-M%-R4iller (1896) and otl~ers following 
11im recognized that this is a ininor and variable character of slight taxo- 
nolnic value since, again, there is no sharp cutoff point in the graded series. 
T h e  teeth are gross and wide both anteriorly and posteriorly in Synaptomys, 
Pllenaconzys, and Lenzmus. Relative to skull size the tooth rows are allnost 
as gross and have but slightly more taper in M. pi~zetorunz, M. nzexicnnus, 
A4. ricllnrdsoni, and Ondatl-a. The cheek teeth are relatively small in 
Lrrgurzu, 1M. oregoni, M .  nziul-us, and Clethrio?zonzys, perhaps snlallest 
relative to cranial s i x  in the latter genus. 
roo it:^ M O L A R S . - ~ ~  the following groups of species the cheek teeth 
develop roots with advancing age (Ellerman, 1941: 550): Ellobius, Pronze- 
tllio71tys, O~zdatl-a, I~olonzys, Plze~zaconzys, and Cletlzriononzys (including 
N e o a ~ t  hizonzys). They are rooted earlier in Phennconzys than in Cletlz?zon- 
o n ~ y s  or Ondatra (Howell, 1926: 10). In  other genera of microtines the pulp 
cavities usually remain open throughout the life of the animal. 
D~TTRIBUTION O r  ENAMEL ON THE UPPI'R MOLARS.-In all North American 
~ilicrotines the enamel layer which girds each tooth varies in thickness, and 
tlic enanlel plates tend to be thin or discontinuous at  the apices of each 
salient angle. The  si7e of the gap between the enamel plates at these apices 
varies anlong individuals ol a given species and also varies as between 
species. 111 the series ol specinlens that we examined the gaps are widest in 
Lenzmzcs, Synapto~llys, and Dicl-ostonyx. In these the wide gap is situated 
on the labial and lingual laces of each salient angle of each cheek tooth and 
also on the posteronlost lace of each tooth. A gap occurs at  those same sites 
in the teeth ol O~zdatl-n and Neofiber, but the gap is slightly narrower than 
in the above-listed lorms. In all other North American species examined 
the enamel plates are more continuous; the gaps usually are slight and only 
011 the labial and lingual apices of the anterocone of each molar, the lingual 
facc of the first lingual angle of M1 and the posterornost face of each tooth. 
OCCLUSAL PA'ITIIRN OF THE CHEEK T E E T I I . - T ~ ~ ~  the molar patterns of 
nlicrotines arc highly variablc is well known (Miller, 1896; Howell, 1924; 
Hin ton, 1926; Prychodko, 195 1; Ziminermann, 1952, 1956; and many 
others). Each species has its own characteristic pattern, of course, but in 
each kind studied to date the amount of variation is considerable and such 
to suggest that molar patterns, which necessarily are in close contact with 
the environment, are evolutionally labile, relatively easily modified to meet 
changing environmental conditions. 
The  nlolar pattern groupings of species by R4iller (1896) and Bailey 
(1900) arc only solnc ol the several possible combinations ol species ol' like 
clcntal patterns. 111 exanlining a set ol diagranls representing averagc 
oc.clusa1 patterns ol the North Anlerican species, M ~ C  see otllcr ljossiblc group- 
ings the scope ol which clepends upon which toot11 or teeth ~c sclect as tllc 
basis lor priniary or secondary divisions ~vithin the sublamily. Following 
is a sunlnlary of occlusal characteristics o l  the cheek teeth. R/I1 is cxcluded 
bccausc its pattern rarely has been considered diagnostic. 
MZ: In  all spec:ies there are lour enamel-bordered dentine sections, the 
lmsterior thrcc ol wliich are slnallcr and more angular than the anterior 
onc. Thcsc are set apart by one lingual and two labial folds. Presence ancl 
size ol linguitl [old 2 (the second, counting posteriad) and labial 3 (the 
third, counting postcriad) vary. Lingual 2 is at  most a slight indentation 
except in 1)icrostonyx wherein i t  and a long labial 3 cut OR a posterior 
section, tile filth of the tooth. Labial 3 is also typically present in Lagur~rs 
and the Uollowing Adicl.otzc.r: p ine tor~~nz ,  oclzrogastel-, orego7ii, and ~~~~~~~~~d- 
soni; in pc?znsylvn?zicns, mlifonzicus, and to a lesscr extent in other spccies 
ol the subgenus Microtzcs, it tcnds to pinch off a l~osterolingual knob, thus, 
a lilth section ol the tooth. 
Rf? 111 most 01' the species thc pattern consists of four sections-a largc 
~ I I C  preceding tluee snlaller angular parts (one lingual and t ~ ~ o  labial)- 
follow~ccl by a poslerior cingulun~. Thcsc are set off by two lingual and 
tllrce labial enanicl folds; there n ~ a y  bc additional folds in the posterior 
cingulunl. This pattern is seen in L)icrosto7ryx, Phennconzys, Ncofiber, and 
thc lollowing Mic~ol l t s :  oecono~n us, miurzss, pennsy lvu7zicz~s, 7n ontnnzcs, 
cnli[oj.~ziczls, tozunscndi, and nzexicnnus. In  Dicrosto7zyx, usually unlike any 
otlier of tliesc, the long labial 3 fold cuts off another dentine s ec t i o~~  
i~nd ,  thus, the tooth llas five sections plus the remaining part of tlle postcr- 
ior cingulum. In Plicnacon~ys the labial sections arc snlaller, relative to 
li~igual ones, than in others of this g roup  
A sliglltly different pattcrn is seen in Clethl.iono17zys, O?zd(itt.n, and the 
lollowing Microtzcs: ~ichardsoni,  longicnzcdus, oregoni, and g1raten7alensis. 
In  thcse the short labial Uo,ld 3 usually does not meet lingual 2, and thc 
dentine of the fourth section and 01 thc cingulum are confluent; thus, the 
tooth bears three closed sections plus a fourth confluent with the cingulum. 
Sirr~ylcr patterns are seen in thc remaining species, and this sin~plicity 
is achieved in quite different ways. I n  Lngzcrzcs, Ad. p i ~ ~ , e t o ~ - z s ~ n ,  and A t .  
oc.hl.ogaster there are typically only two labial and two lingual folds, the 
posterior pair shallow, and the tooth consists of two closed sections; the 
indistinct third or fourth sections, if present, are confluent with a slight 
posterior cingulum. 
T h e  configuration in Lenznzus is distinctivc. The  tootli consists of four 
trallsverse lool~s, the posterior three joined labially (short labial folds 2 
and 3) and the anterior two joined lingually (short or no lingual fold 1). 
Although tlistinctivc, this pattcrn is illore like those of Micl-otz~s than is the 
lo l lo~~ ing  one. 
In Sy7~apto~tiys borealis and S.  coopel-i thc configuration also consists of 
Lour transverse loo~)s, but they are lorinetl differently froin those of LC~I I , I IZZLS .  
Long labial folds 1 and 2 extend allnost to the lingual border ~vhile labial 
3 a ~ ~ t l  lingual 1 ant1 2 arc negligible. 'l'he anterior three sections (each quite 
angular) tllus are joined lingually, only the third and fourth being joined 
labially by cnan~el. 
M,: In n~ost  of the species thc tooth bears six sections preceded by an 
:unterior appendage-anteroco~le or trefoil. These scven parts are clefinetl 
by three labial and four lingual enamel folds, the lingual ones of uihich are 
tyl~ically longer and, thus, the labial sections usually are smaller than the 
1ingu;rl o'ncs; they arc relatively smallest in Plae~~aconzys. Principal inter- 
specific clirt'erences arc seen in size and degree of isolation of the sections 
anti, l);trticularly, in configuration of tllc anterior part of the tooth-anterior 
to the basic six sections. The  patterns are arranged below approxilllately 
ill ordcr of increasing con~plcxity. 
I h e  simplcst schen~c is sccn in Syilnp~olr7,ys bol.calis in w~hich there are 
o111y thi-ec separate scctions, each acute lingually and spanning the width of 
tlie tooth, ~) lus  a shorter fourth one which bears a slight cingulum on its 
a ~ ~ t c r i o r  face. Labial folds are indistinc~ or absent. 
'The pattern in S. coofieri and L e ~ n ~ t i z ~ s  is slightly tlifl'el-ent. Longcr labial 
folds cut off a labial section and, thus, in each oP thesc forms the tooth has 
four scctions, the posterior one widest and lcast angular, plus a fifth which 
ljcars a11 indistinct cingulunl on its anterior face. 
In Clcthl-i07zomys, Lngzsl.zls, M. pinetorum, A4. ochl.ogaslo-, ant1 A4. 
gi~d(:uullensis there are six posterior sections plus a so~newhat lobulate 
:interior cingulum, but the anterior pair of sections tends to be opcn, the 
dentine confluent both between them and the cingulum. 
In the other species there are usually at  least six posterior sections and 
the anterocone is more or less constricted by a labial and a lingual fold, 
tending to form a trefoil. The  amount of constriction of the anterocone is 
highly variable within each species, but appears to bc greatest, tending to 
set off both labial and lingual sections of the cone, in thc following species 
of Ailicl.otzls: ? ~ Z Z I C ~ Z L S ,  tozunsendi, monlanu,~,  and pen,nsylvaniczts. 
Rllore co~~nplex configurations are seen in Ondntra and Dic~osto17,yx. In 
Ondntra the anterocone bears two incompletely isolated sections (one 
labial, the other lingual) in addition to the lobulate renlainder oE the cin- 
gulunl; thus, the tooth bears six closed posterior sections preceded by two 
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collliucnt ones ant1 a lobulate anterior appendage. In  L)ic?.ostonyx the 
anterior pair is isolated and, thus, the tooth has eight closed sections plus 
an indented anterior cingulum. 
R4,: The  pattcrn in most species consist of lour sections preceded by an 
anterocone, these delineated by two labial and three lingual enamel folds. 
The  posteromost section, the largest, is a full transverse loop, while the 
slllaller anterior three tend to be more angular and restricted to one or the 
other side of the tooth; although they vary in size, both intra- and inter- 
sl>ecifically, the labial one usually is smallest. The  species are grouped 
below approxilnately in order of increasing cor~lplexity of occlusal pattern 
of M,. 
Sy~zap to~~zys  bo~eal is  is simplest. T h e  tooth consists of three transverse 
units joined labially, labial folds being indistinct or absent. Longer labial 
Colds in S. cooperi cut off a labial angle and the pattern thus contains two 
large transverse posterior sections and a small labial one preceded lrty a slini 
transverse one which bears a slight cingulum on its anterior face. Long lin- 
gual folds are also seen in Plze?zaco~nys and ~ h c  tooth pattern is much like 
that in S. coopeli, except that the slrlall anterocone usually is isolated from 
the large anterior section. 
In the other species the lingual folds are shorter and the anterior cin- 
gulum is about the size of the anterolabial section. In the lollowi~lg the 
tooth has three closed sections plus another anterior section which usually 
is confluent with the anterior cingulum: Cletlzrio~zotnys, Ondatra, and the 
following M i c ~ o l u s :  oregoni, oc lz~ogaste~,  Pinelo?.zcnz, g~catenzalc~zsis, and 
177iz~7-21s. 111 the Sollowing the cingulum is perhaps lrlore often closed off from 
the posterior Sour closed sections: Neofibel; Lcn7,111us, Lngzcj-zcs, and all other 
A/lic~olt~s.  The  pattern in Dic~ostonyx  is perhaps the nlost conll>lex; there 
are four closed sections preceded by a lrilobed cingulum. 
M,: Although relative lengths of labial and lingual folds in M, and hiI, 
set Synaptorr~ys and Plzeizacovzys solnewhat apart from other forms, those 
in M, do not do so. In the following Sorills the tooth usually bears three 
closed transverse sections delineated by two labial and two lillgual folds: 
Sy~zaptonzys boi-enlis, Clelli~io1~071zys, M .  o~egon i ,  AC. ~irlzardsoni, M .  
pi~zetorz~ilr, and all of the subgenus Aficl-otzcs. I11 the following the second 
labial fold tends lo divide the middle illto two parts, thus giving the pattern 
four sections: Syizaptonzys coope?.i, Phenaco?~zys, N e o f i b e ~ ,  Lagurz~s, A4.  
oclzrognstc~, Ad. guatenzalensis and Ondatra. 
The  pattern in Dicrostonyx is perhaps the most complex. In it there are 
five closed sections, four of approximately equal size and a snlall one antero- 
labially. 
NORTII AMERICAN MICROTINE RODENTS 
STRUCTURE OF THE POSTERIOR PART OF THE HARD PALATE.-In microtines 
the posterior part of the hard palate tends to be incoinplete, the lateral 
portions perforated by foramina and more or less excavated as postero- 
lateral pits which also usually are perforated. In some forms-for example 
Cl~thriono9nys, Dicrostonyx, and Lenzmzu-the palate terminates poster- 
iorly in a more or less complete transverse shelf which may or may not be 
furnished with a median process; in these, the posterolateral pits pass for- 
ward under, that is dorsal to, the palatal shell and, thus, their medial bor- 
ders lorin no  part of the ventral face of the palate. In other species the 
posterolateral pits continue anteriad into the ventral part of the palate, 
leaving an undented medial portion-a spine or inclined septum-the sides 
ol which are the medial borders of the posterolateral pits. This sloping 
median septum may or may not extend over the mesopterygoiid fossa. These 
and other palatal arrangements are described in detail by Miller (1896) 
ancl Hinton (1926), but their variational limits within each species are not 
yet known. I t  is clear, however, that between any two architectural types 
there are essentially all degrees of intermediacy. 
The  species differ in regard to length of the palatal portion of the 
palatine bones and the location of the palatine-maxillary junction on the 
midsagittal plane of the skull. Among North American species the palatal 
portion of the palatines is smallest in Lemmus,  wherein only a small poster- 
ior segment of the palate consists of palatines; the palato-maxillary mid- 
sagittal junction is situated posterior to the middle of M2. The  palatal por- 
tion of the palatines is long in Ondatra, Phenacomys, Clethrionomys, 
Neofiber, Lagzlrzls, and M .  richardsoni; in these the palato-maxillary mid- 
sagittal junction is situated anterior to M2. T h e  other North American 
lornls fall between these two extremes. Synapton7ys cooperi, but not S.  
borealis, seems to be peculiar in that the palatines and maxillaries fuse very 
early in life, soon after birth, and their separate identities thereafter are not 
evident. In the other species the junction of those two bones on the palate 
is evident to inicldle or late age. 
SIZE AND SHAPE 01; THE ~ASISPI IENOID. -T~~~~  are obvious differences 
in the basicranial axis among the species. Although we made no attempt to 
analyze all of tlre differences, the following characteristics of the basi- 
~phenoicl will serve to illustrate one of several basic cranial distinctions seen 
in the species. 
In Synaptomys bo~rtrlis and S.  cooperi the basisphenoid is long and 
narrow. Posteriorly it is like an hourglass, strongly constricted beside wide 
and long posterior sphenoidal fissures. T h e  anterior limit of the hasi- 
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sphenoid (its junction with the presphenoid) is situated anterior to the 
rnesopterygoid fossa and is hidden by the hard palate when the skull IS 
viewed ventrally. In Lemmz~s  the basisphenoid is not quite as long and is 
less constricted posteriorly to conform to relatively smaller ficsures on each 
side of the bone. 
In all other North Anierican species examined the basisphenoid is short 
and wide. T h e  posterior part is scarcely or not at all constricted and it is 
bordered by small foramina. The  anterior limit of the bone is situated 
within the mesopterygoid fossa and is not hidden by the hard palate when 
the skull is viewed ventrally. Among these species, however, there are differ- 
ences in regard to dorsoventral depth of the basisphenoid. The  bone is 
shallow in Clethtionomys and Plzenacomys, intermediate in depth in 114. 
o~ego?ri and L a g z ~ ~ l u ,  and deep in the other forlns (excluding Synaptonzy~ 
and Lemmlu, in which it is also shallow). 
SIZE AND SHAPE OF TNE ECTOPTERYGOID FOF~AE.-III L e m m l l ~ ,  Ondatrtl, 
N ~ o l i O ~ r ,  and Synaptomys the ectopterygoid fossae are small and their 
almost fully osseous tvalls bear tew koramina and no large fenestrae inter- 
connecting each lossa either with the blain cavity or with the mesopterygoid 
fossa. 
In Clethrionotny~ and Phenaconzys the ectopterygoid lossae are larger 
and their walls are less completely ossified, there being foramina into the 
po5terolateral palatine pits and small openings leading directly dorsad into 
the brain cavity; in some specimens there is a slight perforation to the 
mesopterygoid fossa but no large connection with it. 
In the other North American species examined the fossae are as large or 
larger than in Clethrio~zonzys and Phenaromys and, in addition, their walls 
are highly fenestrated, the openings connecting broadly dorsacl with the 
brain cavity, anteriad with the posterolateral pits, and mediad with the 
mesopterygoid fossa. 
POSITION OF THE DENTAL F O R A M I N A . - P O S ~ ~ ~ O ~  of the dental foramen as 
a taxonomic character has been used principally by paleontologists. Its 
site on each mandible is individually variable within each species and that 
variation tends to obscure distinctions between species. Its position 1s 
related to site of the loots of the lower incisors. 
In Dicrostonyx, Phenaromy~, and Lagzlrzls it is situated proximally near 
the level of the lrlolar row. In Synaptomys, Lemmus, and Neofibe? its aver- 
age position is slightly less proximal than in the aforernentioried group, 
but it is still near the level of the molar low. In the other North Amelican 
species it is situated distally, nearer the tip of the condylar process. 
Site of the Eoranlen with respect to the ~ i d g e  which extends ventrad from 
the tip ol the condylar plocess also varies. 'The loramen is situated posterior 
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to the ridge in Dicrostonyx, Synaptomys, Lemmus, and Phenacomys. I t  
usually lies on the ridge or slightly posterior to it in Neofiber, Clethrion- 
omys, and Microtus californicus; on or slightly anterior to the ridge in M. 
n~exicanz~s; and principally anterior to the ridge in the other species. 
AUDITORY B u L L A E . - T ~ ~ ~ - ~  are interspecific differences in size of the 
auditory bullae and in architecture of their walls. The  following informa- 
tion is from Hinton (1926). In the following forms the bullae are large, 
and in the first three of them the mastoid portion also is somewhat inflated: 
Lagztrus, Chilotus, Pityniys, Lasiopodomys, Phaionzys, Dolonzys, and 
Synaptomys. They are moderate in Pedonzys (but mastoid portion inflated), 
Clethrionomys, Eothenomys, Anteliomys, Alticola, and Dicrostonyx; and 
they are small in Lemmus, Ondatra, Neofiber, Arvicola, Phenacomys, 
Hyperacrius, Promethiomys, and Ellobizu. T h e  bullae tend to be snlall in 
burrowing and amphibious species and larger in open-terrain terrestrial 
forms. 
In the following forms the walls of the bullae are spongy and threads 
of bony tissue, lined by mucous membrane, partly fill the cavity of the 
middle ear: Lemmzls (cavity almost filled), Dicrostonyx, Synaptomys, 
Plzaiomys, Chilotus, Proedromys, Microtz~s, Lagzirtls, Lasiopodomys, Pity- 
mys, Pedomys, Neodon, Arvicola, Herpetomys, and Orthriomys. In the 
latter six forms the bony network may be inore open, and in Ellobi~ts and 
Promethionzys the walls contain stout septa. The  walls are usually thin and 
there is slight or no spongy tissue in Clethriononzys, Asrhizomys, Eothen- 
omys, Anteliomys, Alticola, Hyperacrizu, Dolomys, Phenaromys, Ondntra, 
and Neofiber. 
N~JMRFR OF M A M M A E . - T ~ ~  nnmber of mammae, as reported in the liter- 
ature, for the various species are as follows: no more than four in P12ennc- 
omys longicaudus, M .  pinetorum, and M .  mexican~ls; typically six in 
O n d a t ~ a ,  Neofiber, M. ochrogaster, and A[. gzratemal~nsis; and usually 
eight in all other North American forms. 
NUMBER OF PLANTAR TIJBERCLES.-The number of plantar pads of the 
hind foot, as reported in the literature and supplemented by information 
from our own specimens, is as follows. There are reported to be no 
tubercles present, or mere vestiges, in Dicrostonyx. There are five present 
on each hind foot in the following: Neofiber alleni, Ondntra zibethictl, 
Lagz~1-i~s curttlt~ss, M.  richardsoni, M .  oregorzi, M .  Pinetorr~~7z, and A[.  
ochrogaster. M .  ? ~ I ~ I ~ T I L . P  is reported to have six tubercles, but there are only 
five present on some of our specimens. Six tubercles are present in the other 
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species of the subgenus ~Microtzls and in M. g~~ntemnlcnsis, Clet/t~ionomys, 
Synnptomys, Phcnncomys, and Lemmzis. 
DISSUSSION 
T h e  glandes of North American microtines, all co~lstructed around a 
compound baculum, are remarkably similar in external shape and size. 
Among them there is not the diversity in form that is seen in some other 
cricetids in which the baculum is a single rod and the glans is architectur- 
ally comparatively simple. I n  Neotonzn for example, the glans-to-hind 
foot ratios span 42 per cent and the diameter-to-length proportions have a 
spread of 88 per cent (Hooper, 1960); comparable ranges in Pe~o~nysc~rs  
are 35 per cent and 38 per cent, respectively (I-Iooper, 1958). I11 contrast, 
in the microtines the glans-to-foot ratios range within 12 per cent and the 
diameter-to-length within 30 per cent. External shape is similarly constant 
in microtines; even the divergent species-Dicrostonyx torquatus, Neofiber 
alleni, and Phenncomys longicaz~dzu-are not as distinctive as variant species 
o l  Ncotorrzn or Peromysczu. Shape and size of glans appear to be evolution- 
ally less labile in species with a complex architecture centered on a four-part 
baculum. Seemingly the compound baculum has been an evolutioni~ry 
deterrent to diversity in form of glans. 
Nevertheless, microline species do  differ in regard to gross form and 
size of glans (Tables 1, 2) and there are pronounced interspecific differences 
in various particular parts of the glans. For example, the rim of the glans' 
terminal crater may be even in contour, without lobes, as in M. pinetorunz 
and M. mexicanus, or be divided by grooves into a pair of lateral sectors 
and a prominent dorsal lobe which extends beyond and overhangs the 
crater, as in Clethrionomys; there are all stages of intermediacy among the 
species. T h e  surface of the rim is smooth or  crenate in some forms (e.g., 
Neofiber, iM. ochrogaster) and studded with spine-tipped papillae of various 
sizes in others; the number of rim papillae varies from two (Phenacomys 
longicaudus, Dicrostonyx torqz~atus) to 42 (1Microtzr.r richardsoni). 
There are a number of variable structures within the crater. All forms 
except Dicrostonyx have a dorsal papilla. I t  consists of a single cone in nos t  
species of Group 111, two conules in most Group I1 kinds, and as many as 
four conules in Ondatra and NeofiOer. Usually each bears a spine or tuber- 
cle only on the crest of each cone, but in M. oregoni, longicnz~dus, oecono- 
nzus, miurus, mexican~rs, fulviventer, ochrogaste7-, and $inetorunz the 
papilla is studded with several tubercles. T h e  bacular mounds vary in size 
and shape. T h e  medial one is always largest; i t  is a prominent structure 
within the crater even in species with small I )ac~~lar  digits. T h e  lateral pair 
roughly approxiniate the lateral digits in si~e-largc in long-digit lorlns like 
C l e t h ~ i o ~ ~ o ~ ~ z y s  and slnall in P l ~ e ~ z n c o ~ ~ z y s  longicaudus, A t .  pi~zetorunr, and 
other species that have slnall or 110 lateral digits, but however small, they 
are 1)resent and discrete in all forms save possibly Dicrostonyx. 
Tllc urethral process varies in size and shape, ranging from a single short 
flap with a serrate or lightly lobulate distal border (as in the species listed 
low in Group 111 and Table l), or a long narrow tongue-like structure with 
accessory lobules (Neofibel.), to a deeply branched inultilobate device with 
~ ~ o ~ i o u n c e t l  curvature in its lateral arms (e.g., most species of Group 11). 
T l ~ e  baculum provides nuirierous additional characters among which 
arc: size and shape ol the proximal segment, which in adults is entirely 
osseous in all species; shape of the cartilage around the head of the bone 
(the digital junction) wherein the digits join the niain bone; and shape, 
size and degree ol ossificatioii ol each ol the distal segments. The  baculum 
is as long or longer than the glans in Lagzel.us curtatus, M. nziurus, and 
most species listed in Group 111; i t  is shorter than the glans in the other 
kinds. In nlost of the long-baculum lorlns the digital segments are short 
and the lateral ones tend to be solely cartilaginous or to be absent (Group 
IlI), but in Lagul-14s ;t~lcl A[. ~ ~ ~ i u l - l t s  the distal segments ;is well as the proxi- 
nial bone are long (Tables 1, 2). I11 these characters, as in others, various 
degrees ol intermediacy are demonstrated by the species. 
The  phallic characters are distributed among tlle species in a reticulate 
pattern, iri a manner much like tliat for cranial or  any other systelnatic 
traits. Any given character or characters may occur in one or in several 
species and they niay or may not be linkcd in their distribution. 111 analyz- 
ing this reticulate pattern we find no logical basis for weighting the char- 
acters, lor considering ally onc structure in itself-the dorsal papilla, ure- 
thral process or bacul~un, for exaniple-to be taxo~lomically Inore important 
or evolutionally lllorc significant than any other. Therclore, in arranging 
the species according to siniilarities of glans we recognize no "key" char- 
acters for various taxollonlic levels. Rather, we infer that the reticulate 
character-pattern rellccts a sinlilarly branched pattern of relationships. 
Rforpliologic affinities ol the species, as judged from structure of the glans, 
are aplxoxiniatcly as indicated below. 
Llicl-ostonyx to~qzeatus, Neofiber alle?zi, and P l ~ e ~ z n c o ~ ~ l y s  longicaudz~s 
are highly distinctive. Each is well differentiated froni the other and set 
apart from other North American microtines. Dicrostonyx is unique in 
external shape, length of ventral frenum, absence of a dorsal papilla, pecu- 
liar configuration of the urethral process and lateral bacular "mounds," and 
entire configuration of the baculum. I t  is second to Ellobius talpinus in 
regard to divergence from the mass of the species studied. If a stubby com- 
paratively silllple glans (bearing a large frenunl, plain crater rim, large 
ventral shield, shallow spineless crater, no dorsal papilla, sinlple two-lobed 
urethral process, and gross basal bone with small, scarcely discrete, distal 
units and covcring mounds) represents the generalized lnicrotirle condition, 
then Dicrostonyx is perhaps thc nlost generalized of the Nortll American 
fonns. If thc coinplex and ornate type of glans is basic, then that of 
llicrosto7ryx is the lllost specialized; it clearly fits at one end of the scale. 
Considering all species here reported on, it is as close to Synapto?nys or 
Plrenacott~ys a s  any and nlay be closcr to P~~o~7zetlzeo~t~~jls ,  ~rhichwe know 
only fro111 an inimature specimen. Similarities with Synaptonzys have already 
been pointed out by Hamilton (1946) and Deal-den (1958). 
NeoJiber belongs at  tlle salne end of the generalized-spccialized scale, 
but renloved from Dicrostonyx. In it, too, the glans is stubby and compar- 
atively simple with a shallo~v crater bordered by a simple rim; but the 
equally large frenu~n is differently shaped, the crater is partly spinous and 
usually has a peculiar inner rim, and the urethral process, bacular mounds, 
and baculum arc different, each in several respects. Neofiber resembles 
Pl7ennconzys Iongicaudzls or P. intel-nzedius morc than any other, but the 
resemblance is not especially close. 
I'henncomys longicaz~dus also is unique in several features of the bacu- 
lum, as indicated by Hamilton (op. cit.) and Dearden (op.  rit.), and in 
other parts of the glans. I t  is morphologically set apart froin other species, 
but several of its characteristics (form of clater rim, dorsal papilla, and 
urethral process, for example) approach those of Neofiber on the one hand 
and Sy~zaptomys and Phenacolnys i n t e r m ~ d i u s  on the other. Both NeofiOer 
and P. longicnudus may have ste~nined froin P. intennedius- or Cletlzrion- 
omys-likc stock, a stock which also gave rise to Sy~znfitonzys and, further 
removed, possibly I l tcjostot~yx.  Thc phallic data are in harmony with such 
a hypothesis. 
Synapto?l7y~ bo7ealis aild S. coopeli diffei in nulnber of rim papillae, 
shape, s ix,  and amount of ossification of parts of the baculum, and in other 
respects; but the two are morphologically closcr than either is to any other 
species. T h c  characters of both, particularly of S. borealis, suggest a failly 
close connection with Phenaconzys intermcdizls and, as suggested above, the 
three species may well be part of the same phyletic network which also in- 
cludes P. longicaudzcs, NeofiDer, Dierosto?zyx, and possibly Plonzetheomys. 
Of all of these P. inte~inedizcs is clearly nearcst thc stem that connects them 
with Lngwrus, Clethrionortzys, and other forins with elaborate glandes. 
Dearden (1958, 1959) has pointed to the nuinber of meibolnian glands 
in Lagurus and to the diversity which is seen in the genus in regard to 
structure of the baculum; both he and Hinton (1926) believe that Lngurus 
is primitive and perhaps is derived from sonle I'l~e~~acottzys-like ancestor. 
Our data support the hypothesis that Lagurus and P. intermedius are fairly 
closely related and they further suggest that the interconnection of Phena- 
c o ~ ~ ~ y s  and Synapton~ys on the one hand and of Microtzes pennsylua?zicus 
and illlies on the other is through Clethriono?tzys- or  Laguyus-like stock. In 
~liorphology of glans the Syfzaptomys-Phel7acornys complex, Lemftzus, M. 
pe,r~lsylvanicus, the M. pi~zetorzern-ochl-ognster group of species (see below), 
a ~ i d  110ssil)ly also M. yirlta?-dso7zi, M. ol.egoni, and Ondull-a all appear to 
connect individually with Clethrionomys- or Lagurus-like stock. 
Aflinitics of Lenzrnus are luuch as indicated by Hamilton (op. cit.) and 
Dearclen (op. cit.). I n  regard to the phallus Lern?izus differs greatly from 
Dicrosto17,yx and Sy7za$tolnys, genera with which it is custo~narily aligned 
in classifications, and is closer to Laguyus, Clethrio7zo?nys, and Micyotus. 
Its relatively large glans (will1 differentiated dorsal lobe, papillose rim, 
large crater, double-conetl dorsal papilla, trilobed urethral process, and 
coniplete long-digit baculum) compares favorably with the glandes in those 
lo r~ns  and suggests that the three are derived frorn a common ancestral - - 
stock. Lenzmzu shows some resemblance to the Sylzaptornys-P1zenacor11,ys 
group, particularly P. intcmzedizes, but this is overshadowed by the similari- 
ties with Lagzcl-us curtatus, Clethriono~nys gapperi, and Microlus pennsyl- 
vau icus. 
T h e  two species of Clethriono17zys studied, gappeyi and yutilus, appar- 
ently are distinguishable in structure of the glans, and a specimen suppos- 
edly of ~zetilz~s from St. Lawrence Island, Alaska, agrees closely with 
Tokuda's description (1941) of yufocanzcs. These species are morphologic- 
ally close to each other, howevcr, and are not far removed froin Lagurzes, 
Lenz~rzu.v, and three species of Microtus (pen7zsylvaniczes, montanus, and 
to711?zsendi). 
Ondatra also fits within that radiating network of forms. I t  shows several 
resemblances to those species, particularly in the baculun~, and may have 
closest affinities with one oC them, with C. gaapperi or C. 1.utiLus in par- 
ticular. However its coinbination of characters-for example, size of glans 
(the largest, yet relative to hind foot perhaps the smallest), multilobed 
dorsal papilla, spinous dorsal wall, and ornate urethral process-set it solue- 
what apart from those and other inicrotines. 
Microltis pe~znsyl-i~a~~irus, M. nao?alan,trs, and M. townsendi are approxi- 
mately each equally cliff'erentiated Iron1 the other, tow?zsendi and pen77.syl- 
ua7licus being more similar in some features and the additional pairs of this 
trio ~natching better in other characteristics. Although each is slightly 
different, the three for111 a rather tight group which, like Lemnzz~s and 
Cletlzrionomys, is characterized by a large and elaborate glans and baculum, 
the latter ccluippecl with large osseous digits. Their affinities are with 
Lagul-us, Cletltl-ionot~~ys, and Le~rl~tzus  on the one hand and, perhaps more 
closcly, with M. lon~gicaudzls and M .  oj.ego?zi. 
Sonic othcr North American species of Miel-otus form no such conlpact 
tnorphological groups. By reason of unique traits or of peculiar combina- 
tions of characters each is distinctive and not easily placed with respect to 
these and other irlicrotinc species; some have no  close morphological con- 
nection with A.1. pennsylwanicus and allies. The  species longicaudzss, oeco- 
nonzus, ~taizcl-us, and ol-egoni all have silnilarly proportioned and (excepting 
ol-ego~li) conlparatively large glandes, a smooth dorsal lobe, several rim 
fingers, a dors;~l papilla that is spinous on the sides in addition to the tip, 
and a moderately long baculum equipped with a long and nlostly osseous 
niedial digit. In these and other characters these four species variously 
resemble each other as well as pennsylwanicus, ~1zo7ztanus and, particularly, 
town,sendi, but in sonle respects each is dissimilar. A.1. miul-US and A f .  t07117z- 
sertdi each has the same ntu~nber of rim fingers (5-9 per side), a two-coned 
dorsal p;~pilla and an urethral process of two long hooked lobes, each with 
median tubercle; but ltziul-us has no lateral bacular ossicles and about 
one-third of the medial digit is unossificd. A.1. oeconoltzzss llas the same num- 
ber of rim fingers, but it has a single-cone dorsal papilla and a three-lol~cd 
urethral process. 111 A.I. ol-egoni there are three or four fingers per sidc oi 
I-inl, two dorsal papilla cones, two long hooked urethral arms, and large 
ossicles in all bacular digits. T o  judge from the entire glans, affinities of 
both ~nizcl-~cs and occononzus possibly (but questionably) are with longicnu- 
dzss and, slightly more distantly, with townsendi; ol-egoni nlay also tie in 
therc, I,ut it fits almost as well near Lngul-us. 
M .  j.icltnl-dsoni is a strongly differentiated species which in illorpllology 
of glans is lnorc similar to the Old World Al-wicola tel-l-estris than to any 
North American species. The  ornately papillose rim, double-coned dorsal 
papilla, and two large urethral arms (disregarding its spines) suggest affinity 
with Cletltl-iononzys or M. pen7lsylvnnicz~s, but the entire baculum and its 
crater mounds do not conform, rather they point to possible kinship with 
sonic long-base incomplete digit forn~s such as pinetol-unz or ochl-ogaster. 
Its closest affinities may lie with Old World species. 
As already delineated on preceding pages the characters of A f .  cnlifol-n- 
icus are in most respects between those of M. gzrate~tzale~zsis and the M .  
oclzl-ogastel--pineto?-uvz group on the one hand and species with Illore ornate 
glandes (e.g., M. torunse7zdi and M .  pennsylvanicus) on the other. Resem- 
blances of cnlifol-niczrs with guatemale~zsis and ochrogaster are fairly close, 
perhaps as close as with townscndi, pe?znsylvanicus, or oeconornus, and to 
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judge from the glans the first three could be offshoots of the same minor 
phyletic branch. 
Microtus ochrogaster, M. mexicanus, M .  fzllviventer, and M .  pinetorum 
constitute a compact lnorphological assemblage. M. mexicanus and M .  
f~rlviventer are similar, perhaps identical, and both are close to M .  pine- 
torut?z such that the three make up one of the tightest morphological groups 
of North Anlerican microtines; the distinctions between the three are per- 
haps less than between pennsylvanicus, montanus and townsendi. M .  ochro- 
gaster is slightly farther removed from pinetorum and mexicanus (the 
differential characters pointing toward cnlifo~.niczrs and its southern ally, 
gl~atemalensis), but the resemblances overshadow the differences and sug- 
gest close relationship of those three species, ochrogastel- linking pineto?-unl 
and mexicanzls with ca,lifornicus. 
I t  is clear that those species are morphologically similar, and they may 
be closely interrelated, but it is less certain as to where they fit in a scale of 
specialization. On the basis of general simplicity 01 glans and its parts they 
might be aligned near other simple-glans species, Phenacomys longicnud~ls 
and Synaptomys cooperi for example. And perhaps that is where they 
naturally belong, for in P. longicazld~ls and S. cooperi as well as in M .  
mexicantis, hl. fzllviuentel; M .  ochrogaster; and M .  pinetorzltn, the glans is 
comparatively small and simple, with an indistinct or no dorsal lobe, plain 
nonpapillose rim (one papilla per side in longicazldzls), single-cone dorsal 
papilla, Raplike urethral process, small lateral bacular mounds, short partly 
osseous medial digit, and small or no  lateral digits. These similarities are 
impressive, but on the other hand these two groups of glandes are dissimilar 
in total aspect; they "look different." This is strictly a subjective quality, 
but it is bolstered by a few quantities. In contrast to the glandes of P. 
lo?~gicnudus and S.  cooperi, those of the M .  mexicanz~s-pitzetorum assemblage 
are stubby rather than elongate (see diameter-length ratios, Table 2), the 
ventral shield is larger, and the baculum is not only longer with respect to 
both glans and hind foot, but it is also different in shape. Because of these 
and other distinctions we view the glans of the mexicanus-pinetortun group 
as a different morphologic type (possibly representing an evolutionary line 
quite apart) from that leading to P. longicnzidzls and S. cooperi. The latter 
species appear to tie through Phenncomys intermedius to Clethrionomys 
and Lagl~rlis while the mexicanzu-pinetorum assemblage seems to connect 
through ca,liforniczu to townsendi and pennsylvanicus. Both the S. cooperi 
and M .  mexicanlrs assemblages may belong at  the same end of a scale of 
specialization, but they appear to represent quite different parts of the 
reticulate evolutionary pattern of North American microtines. 
In summary, the following species clnster closely in regard to structure 
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of the glans: M. mexicanus, fz~lvzventer, pineto?um, and ochrogaster, the 
latter, however, slightly set apart from the other three; pennsylvaniczls, 
montanzls ancl tozunsendi, the latter two most similar; C. gappeti and C. 
rutilzu; S. coopcri and S. borealis. The  other species are more discrete, but 
in various degrees they may fit best as follows: M. g~lnte~nalensis with call- 
fornicus, the latter between ochrogaster and townsendi; M .  lo t~g i rn~ id~rs  
with the montanzls-townsendi group; and the more distinctive miutus ,  
oeconomus, and oregoni each inay (through longicaztdus) tie in to mon-  
tanus-townsendi or to Lagurus. M. richardsoni fits well with no other North 
American species. T h e  species of the pennsylunniczu-townsendi group to- 
gether with Lagurzls and Lemn~zls  tie to Clethrionomys; 0. zibefhicn and 
P .  intermedizls individually also to Clethrionomys; and Synaptortlys to P. 
intermedius. The  most divergent species are P. longicaudzls, N. alle~zi, and 
D. torquatus. 
A glans equipped with a deep terminal crater, papillose rim, multiconed 
dorsal papilla, multilobed urethral process, three large bacular mounds and 
three large osseous distal segments (as seen in Clethrionornys for example) 
is comparatively elaborate. Because it is ornate it may be considered to be 
specialized, although the special functions or conditions to which its parts 
are particularly fitted are unknown. Possibly it is a specialifation of the 
Muroidea, in contrast to the Gliroidea or Dipodoidea for example. But at 
the same time it may represent the primitive microtine condition. Three 
observations suggest the hypothesis that an ornate glans may be primitive 
in the Microtinae. (1) T h e  complex glans constructed around a four-part 
baculum is the usual and widespread type in the Muridae and Criceticlae. 
If, as generally believed, the Microtinae and Murinae, or Microtinae and 
Cricetinae are derived from a common ancestral stock characterired by a 
simple glans and baculum, then the complex type complete with appur- 
tenances would subsequently have to be acquired independently in cach 
subfamily (unless, of course, the subfamilies as now understood are crron- 
eously constituted). I t  seems unlikely that the four-part baculum and asso- 
ciated structures were acquired independelltly in each of the three subfam- 
ilies. (2) T h e  small lateral bacular mounds that apparently contain no 
cartilage or bone (as in M. richardsoni, M. miorzls, and some other species) 
have the aspect of vestiges. The  mounds for the lateral digits are present 
but digits are absent. T o  be sure, these small mounds with small or no 
digits may represent incipient stages in phyletic development, but with 
equal or more reason they may be taken as remnants of a former more com- 
plete state. (3) A complex glans, such as in Cle th~ ionomys  or Plze~zacornys 
intermedills for example, qualifies well as a morphotype from which the 
~nicrotine cperies are derivable in a manner that is in harmony with rlanial 
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data and with current thinking in regard to interrelationships and classi- 
fication of the species. This hypothesis-that in the Microtinae there are 
trends toward simplification of glans-is reasonable, but at present there are 
no precise data either in support of it or contrary to it. 
Modern classifications of the Microtinae are based upon Miller's review 
of the genera and subgenera of voles and lemmings published in 1896. 
Since then new species have been described and there have been numerous 
differences of opinion as to the number and content of various microtine 
taxa, but the morphological range of the subfamily remains much as when 
defined by Miller (1896). The  only significant increases in scope have been 
the addition of Prometlziomys by Satunin (1901), Ellobius (to Arvicolidae) 
by Tullberg (1899), and Brarhytarsomys by Ellerman (1941) following 
Hinton's (1926) suggestion. There is reasonably good basis for accepting 
Promethiomys and Ellobius within the subfamily, but on both zoogeo- 
graphic and morphologic grounds it remains doubtful that Brachytn~somys 
should be included (see Vorontsov, 1959); it is omitted from the present 
discussion. 
While the morphological span of the subfamily has remained much the 
same, viewpoints as to interrelationships of the species have varied con- 
siderably. Following is a summary of several principal opinions, expressed 
in terms of number of subgeneric, generic, and supergeneric groups within 
the subfamily. 
Miller (1896) grouped all of the Recent species known to him in 14 
subgenera, seven genera, and two supergeneric groups. Later (1 9 12: 6 10) 
he estimated that the subfamily "contains about 30 groups, genera or sub- 
genera, the status of which is still imperfectly understood. These fall natur- 
ally into three main subdivisions the Lemnzi . . ., the Microti . . ., and the 
Ellobii." 
Hinton (1926) raised several of the subgenera of Miller to generic rank 
and in addition he retogni7ecl others which had been described since Miller's 
initial synopsis. He grouped all of the known species into eight subgenera, 
28 genera, and two supergeneric groups, Lemmi and Microti. 
Simpson (1945) listed 21 valid genera contained in three tribes, namely 
the Lemmini ,  Microtini, and Ellobiini. Ognev (1948: 990-397) recognized 
13 subgenera and 22 genera which he grouped in four "supergenera," the 
Lemrni, Microti, Ellobii, and Fibrini, the latter composed of the genera 
Pllenacomys, Ondntra, Clethrionomys, Dolomys, and Psonzefheoniys. 
Ellerman (1941) listed all microtine species in 12 subgenera, 29 genera, 
and three supergeneric groups which excluded Ognev's heading, Fib~ini. 
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Later (1949: 11 1-1 15) he concluded that several of his genera should be 
reduced to a lower level and, if we understand him correctly, he would 
recognize 20 subgenera, 22 genera, and three supergeneric groups, namely 
the Braclzytarsornyes, Lemmi,  and Microti; Ellobius is included within the 
Microti. 
There are similar differences of opi~lioil with respect to the microtines 
ol' North America. According to Miller (1896) the North American species 
then known should be grouped in nine subgenera of seven genera and two 
supergeneric groups. Hinton (1926), working with a larger number of spe- 
cies than was known to Miller, concluded that there were five subgenera 
and 15 genera contained in two supergeneric groups. Miller and Kellogg 
(1955) considered valid nine subgenera, 13 genera, and two tribes, while 
Hall and Kelson (1959), writing of the same fauna, recognized ten sub- 
genera and nine genera. 
These inconsistencies ancl fluctuations in classification are to be expect- 
ed for it is particularly witllin subfamilies that phyletic relationships are 
stressed, and in the absence of an adequate fossil record phyletic estiniates 
are likely to be as diverse as sentiments of the classifiers. All classifications 
of the subfamily have been typological. Emphasis has been on morpholog- 
ical types or kinds, and all reflect both the usual taxonomic practice of 
weighting characters and the procedure ol assigning particular significance 
to some traits. For example, in 1833 Lataste (fide Miller, 1896: 23) con- 
sidered tlie characters derived fro111 the teeth of voles to be of no  value 
except ill distinguishing between genera. He arranged the subgenera on 
the basis of number of maminae and plantar tubercles. Miller (1896), hold- 
ing a different view, based liis classification on the following characters 
which, to him, were the more iinportant ones and " . . . the ones least 
adapted to the special needs of the different animals, and hence less likely 
to vary . . . ": l'orm of skull, structure of I~ony palate, pattern of enamel 
foltling, nunll)er of mainmae, number of plantar tubercles, and presence or 
absence of musk glands on the sides. On the basis of these characters, he 
conclutlecl that: "The members ol the sublamily Microtinae fall ilaturally 
into two supergeneric groups, the Lenlnzi and Microti, or lemmings and 
voles. The  former illcludes the genera Synalfitomys, Lemmzls, and Dicros- 
tonyx, tlie latter the genera Phennronzys, Et~otornys, Microlzls, and Fiber." 
These two groups are defined by a number of characters, but of these, only 
dental characters are truly restrictive, ancl it is clear that hIiller, in con- 
trast to Lataste, considered the teeth to be paramount in classifying the 
hilicrotinae. Most other students of the subfamily have shared this opinion. 
H o ~ ~ e l l  (1924: 1015; 1926: 1 I), however, in discussing growth and vari- 
ation of nlirrotine teeth, pointed out that there is no radical difference in 
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the developiiieiit of tlie rootcd and rootless teetli, tliat occlusal patterns 
(especially of Ail" and Ail,) are exceedingly variable within populations, and 
that these and other conditions of the root and crown apparently represent 
specializations for certain foods or manner of feeding. He (Howell, 1926) 
questioned tlrat tlic evidencc gave adequate support for "taking tlie teeth 
as a criterion of thc greatest importance in judging the systematic position 
of the genus [Phenaconzys], as is usually done." Subsequent variational 
studies of microtine teetli have served to bolster this viewpoint and to give 
additional force to the opinion that teeth constitute no  panacea in classifi- 
catioll of inicrotines. Neither does the glans penis; it merely adds additional 
data to the total available for estimates of niicrotine interrelationships. 
In the present review of principal characters of skull, skin, aiid glans we 
think tliat the total evidence points to the following conclusions. 
1. Assuming that the primitive microtines were scampering, terrestrial or 
slightly scansorial herbivores, then adaptive radiation of the group has 
procceded in two principal directions, namely toward fossorial and toward 
aquatic life, and in each there were accompanying trends toward hypsodonty 
and the development of massive 7ygomata and skulls. Of present day forins 
Clethrio~aomys or Eotlze?zomys approximates the morpliotype lroin which tlie 
others may be derived. I t  is characterized by moderate size of eyes, ears, tail, 
and feet, the latter witli six planter pads; low, comparatively smooth skull 
with slight 7ygomata; short, wide, shallow basisphenoid; moderate-si~ed 
cctopterygoid fossae with slight fenestration dorsally and anteriorly; com- 
plete hard palate containing long palatal portions of the palatines aiid with- 
out lateral palatal pits; thin-walled (non-spongy) auditory bullae; slight, 
brachyodont, rooted molars witli a simple occlusal pattern; moderately 
long lower incisors, the roots situated in tlie ascending arni of tlie ramus; 
ungrooved upper incisors; and an ornate glans penis coiitainiiig an osseous 
four-part baculum. 
2. In regard to suprageneric groups, the highly reticulate evolutionary 
pattern in the Rilicrotinae is disguised, rather than revealed, by the recog- 
nition of either the two groups Lenzmi aiid Microti (Miller, 1896; Hinton, 
1926; Ellerinan, 1941) or thc tliree groups Lenzrtzini, Mic7 o ~ i n i  and Ellohiiizi 
(Sinipmn, 1945). Ellobizcs is the nlost distinctive and a case coulcl be made 
for excluding it from the Rilicrotinae. Jf it is retained it best qualifies for - 
tribal separation from thc remainder of microtines. Howevcr, if there is 
sound basis for recognition of Lenzmini in addition to Ellobiini and 
Micl-oti~zi, then there is equal reason for recognizing eight tribes, not merely 
three or four. These should be constituted as follows but not necessarily in 
this order: (a) Ellobi~~s;  (b) Prornethiomys; (c) Dicrostonyx; (d) Synap- 
tonzys, Myopz~s, nrzd Lenzrnus; (e) Clethrio~zonzys, Eollzenomys, Antelionzys, 
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Ascllizoinys (the latter three possibly no liiore than subgenera of Clethri- 
onomys), Alticoln, Hypel-acj.ius, Dolo~r~,ys, a i d  Phennco7tzys; ( f )  Neofibel-; 
(g) O?zdot,ra; (11) Lagurz~s, Awicola, and Microtzts (including Blandford- 
inzys, Neodon, Pitymys, Pedo~r~ys, Herpetonirys, O~tlzl-iotnys, Phczioirzys, 
P~oedl-oniys, Lasiopodonzys, Cllilotrts and Mimotus of authors). Thus, we 
think the evidence is best served by recognizing no  tribes, two tribes 
(Ellobiini and Micj.otilzi), or eight tribes, nalrlely Ellobiini, P,ronzetheoitiyii~i, 
Dickrostonychi~zi, Leln~nini, Cletl~1-io1zo7tzyi7zi, Neofibl-ini, Ondatl-ini and 
Micl-otil~i. Froin the stalldpoint of morphology of Recent species the third 
alternative is preferred, but in tllc absence of an adequate fossil record the 
second choice (two tribes, Ellobiini and Micj.otini) may bc called lor. 
Kretzoi (1955), however, believes that the known record evidences a nuln- 
ber of independent lines and he recognizes 12 suprageneric groups of fossil 
and Recent ~iiicrotines or nlicrotinc-like lonil~s. 
3. I11 regard to North American Recent species the data suggest thc fol- 
lowing: 
Cranially, externally, and l~hallically, Dic~.ostonyx stantls well apart 
lrom all other forllls and inore than any other i t  qualifies for tribal separa- 
tion. There are Inore reasoris lor a wider taxonomic gap between it and 
Microtrts than between Lenz?r~z~s ancl Miel-otus. I t  does not belong with 
LC?ILY~IZLS since it is 110 illore similar to that lorrn or  to Sy7lnptortzys than to 
Neofiber or, even, Lngz~rus. Among its unique characters, in addition to 
those 01: the glans, are: slnall ears; plain soles, with slight or no plantar 
;~ntl  palnlar pads; white winter pelage; large winter foreclaws; proniincnt 
peg-like postorbital processes; and colllplex enamel pattern, the most com- 
plicated among voles. Other characteristics are listed by Hinton (1926). 
Dicl-ostonyx is highly distinctive and Kretzoi's estimate that i t  "will yet be 
classed with the most ancient independent branches" of niicrotine-like 
fornls wcll may prove to be correct. 
Synapto~il,ys and Lemrnus are each strongly characterized genera. Char- 
acters of the glans suggest close affinities of Lel~z~izzts and Clethriono?l7.ys 
and the two are sinlilar in some cranial characters (for example depth of 
basisphenoicl and shape of hard palate), but for the most part Lenltt7~us is 
nearer Synnpto~ti,ys. Among thc cl1arac:tcristics of both arc: long, narrow, 
shallow basisphenoicl; short palatal portions of palatines, sn~al l  ectoptery- 
goid fussac; spongy al~ditory bullae; hypsodont cheek teeth with simple 
patterns; grooved upper incisors ant1 con~l~aratively short lower incisors. 
Excepting the lengths of basisphe~loid and palatines these characters are also 
seen in various other nlicrotine genera. S. cooperi and S. bol-enlis are distinct 
cranially, externally, and in phallic characters, and there is sound but 
pel-haps inadequate basis lor the subgcllcra Sy?iaptonzys and A.lictonlys. 
P l i e ~ l u c o ~ ~ ~ y s  intewiledizls and P. l o ~ ~ g i c t ~ u d u s  havc quite tlifferent habits, 
lilalnlnary count, gla~~dcs,  and external appearance, but they are siinilar 
cranially. There is insuficient basis lor subgenerically separating the two 
species. Soiile of their characters suggcst a fairly close relationship of 
Phe~zaco~lzys and Clethl-ioi~o~~zys.  
T h e  clistinctive inorpliology ancl habits of Neoliber ulleni warrant at 
least generic recognition. Its affinities are unclear, but it appears to be well 
reinovcd lroln Microtus as evidenced, lor examplc, by the structure of the 
auditory bullae, position 01: lower incisor root, and of dcntal foramina, 
lengtll ol palatines, nature of ectopterygoid fossae, number of rneiboiniaii 
glands (Quay, 1954), and structure of the glans penis. Characters ol the 
glans suggest that Neofiber represents an independent line stemming direct- 
ly Iron1 stock which also gave rise to Plze~zacomys and Cletlzl.io7lornys. 
The strongly differentiated Oszdatra zibethica also warrants at least 
generic recognition. Its s~ilall and nlostly enclosed ectopterygoid lossae, non- 
spongy auditory bullae, long palatines, rooted molars, and characters of the 
glans suggest closer connection with Cletlzrionomys than with 2lilicrotus or 
Aruico81u, 11ut long independence lrom any of these. 
Although unique in several characters (e.g., inflation ol audital region 
ol skull), Lagzu.us cu~.tntz~s i  inorphologically somewhat between Pliennc- 
otl~ys intersrzedius, Clet1~-io~zornys gapperi, and species ol Microtzcs. Authors 
generally agree that Lngurus is generalized and primitive in most respects, 
and our data are in harmony with that viewpoint. 
The  species M .  (Aulacosnys) riclznrdsoni should be translerred fro111 
A4icl-otu.x to Aruicola. Its glans resembles that of A?vicola ten-estris, and 
both Miller (1896) and Ziinlnerinann (1955) contend that both species 
belong in the same supraspecific taxon. If their appraisals are correct, and 
111-esent evidence indicates that they arc, Aulaconzys becomes, at  most, a 
subgenus ol AI-uicola and the name ol the American water vole is A7vicola 
~.iclrns-dsoni. We have studied no skulls and skins of Old World Arvicola. 
A4. miurus is sufficiently differentiated cranially, phallically, and in re- 
gard to ineiboinian glands (Quay, 1954) to warrant subgeneric separation 
froin other species ol Miel-otus. However, M. oregoni is not, although 
Matthey (1957) indicates a peculiar cl~roinosoine count for owgoni.  In our 
view if Chilotu .~  ( M .  oregoszi) is recognized, there is as iiluch reason for 
assigning M .  oecononzz~s and M .  arunlis each to a separate subgenus; to do 
so, however, would overei-nphasize the dis'tinctness of each of those species. 
Miller (1896) and others followiiig him have pointed out the inany 
sinlilarities of species of Pitymys and Pedomys. We think that the two forms 
arc so close that they should be arranged as subgenera of the one genus, 
I-'ityilzys, or that Pitynzys (seszszs lato) be considered a subgenus of Microtus. 
Furthcrniore, that taxon should also include hlio-otus rlzexicntzus atid the 
sinlilar and probably conspecific Al. fzllviuenter; those two fornls are Inore 
similar to Pitynzys pi~zetoj-unz than to Pedolnys ochl-ogastel-. There is no  
question that piizeto~.u?tz (with qzcasiate7-), ?~zexica?zz~s (with {ulv ivel l te~) ,  
and oclirogaster are distinct species, but to list each in a different gcnus is 
to Inask their general likeness and to nlisrepresent their apparent relation- 
ships both with each other and with other species of Microt~cs. We think 
the data are bcst served by arranging each as a species group of the onc 
subgenus, Pityitzys, ol the genus Microtus. 
It is definitely questionable that M .  (Herpeto?nys) guate?t~alellsis war.. 
rants subgerlcric status, and A9. (01-thl-iornys) z~rnb~ostcs likewise seems un- 
worthy of supraspecific segregation, but  we have insufficient data on those 
species to form a firni opinion. 
T h e  remainder of the sl~ccies studied, namely f ie?~,~syZ~~a~zic-us,  ltaontnnus. 
lom~rscntli, lorrgicnudus, ant1 califol.~zicus fit along with oeco?zo?nz~s and 
ol-egolli in the one subge~ius AIicl-otzts. 
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